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Abstract

To represent anything from mathematical concepts to real-world objects, we have to

resort to an encoding. Encodings, such as written language, usually assume a decoder that

understands a rich shared code. A semantic embedding is a form of encoding that assumes

a decoder with no knowledge, or little knowledge, beyond the basic rules of a mathematical

formalism such as an algebra. Here we give a formal definition of a semantic embedding in

a semilattice which can be used to resolve machine learning and classic computer science

problems. Specifically, a semantic embedding of a problem is here an encoding of the

problem as sentences in an algebraic theory that extends the theory of semilattices. We

use the recently introduced formalism of finite atomized semilattices [1] to study the

properties of the embeddings and their finite models. For a problem embedded in a

semilattice we show that every solution has a model atomized by an irreducible subset

of the non-redundant atoms of the freest model of the embedding. We give examples of

semantic embeddings that can be used to find solutions for the N-Queen’s completion,

the Sudoku, and the Hamiltonian Path problems.

1 Introduction

An embedding is a structure-preserving map that allows to identify a mathematical structure

A within another B, for example a group into another group. For such mapping to be possible,

A has to be a subgroup of B. This quite restrictive notion can be extended to the more general

concept of semantic embedding [2, 3]. A semantic embedding of A into B can be defined even

when A and B are very different mathematical objects with different properties and operations.

For example, a group can be semantically embedded within a graph.
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Although the concept of semantic embedding is well-known to mathematical logicians

and theoretical computer scientists, it is rarely used to resolve practical problems. Semantic

embeddings have been used mostly to study undecidability [2].

Here we take this notion to the extreme when A is as complex as real world problems and

B is as simple as a semilattice, a minimalist algebra with just one binary idempotent operator.

Despite the simplicity of semilattices, we will see that it is possible to find semantic embeddings

for real-world problems that can be used in practice. For example, A can be solving a sudoku

or classifying data in a machine learning problem.

The word embedding is often used as a synonym of encoding. Encodings, such as written

language, usually assume a decoder that understands a rich shared code. A semantic embedding

is a form of encoding that assumes a decoder with no knowledge, or little knowledge, beyond

the basic rules of a mathematical formalism such an algebra. For example, encoding a novel

A into a book B requires understanding written words and such understating of words is part

of the interpretation mechanism. The interpretation mechanism for the novel is somehow fixed

and rich. On the other hand, in a semantic embedding rather than relying on a fixed and

complex interpretation we try to discover an interpretation that allows us to find A into B.

Searching for a simple and accurate interpretation of A into B is a natural problem that can,

potentially, teach us things about A and B.

To study the properties of semantic embeddings in semilattices, we will extensively apply

the formalism of finite atomized semilattices [1]. In this formalism, semilattice structures (we

call them here semilattice models) are represented as sets of atoms, where atoms are closely

related to the subdirectly irreducible components of the semilattice. There are substantial

advantages in using atomized semilattice models. For example, atomized models have a linearity

property; if M and N are two models of a set R of atomic sentences then the model M + N

spawned by the atoms of M and the atoms of N is also a model of R. We will see how the

atomized description of models naturally provides a framework that is ideal to study semantic

embeddings.

Using atomized semilattices we show that, for a problem semantically embedded in a

semilattice every solution of the problem has a model that is irreducible (all its atoms are

necessary) and it is atomized by a subset of the non-redundant atoms of the freest model of the

embedding. This result reduces the search space for solution models and shows that the mere

statement of a problem with a semantic embedding is a step towards finding solutions. Notice

that a semantic embedding is only a problem statement. To construct a semantic embedding

there is no need to know how to resolve the problem.

Semantic embeddings and atomized descriptions of semilattice models are central to Alge-

braic Machine Learning [4], a machine learning method that can be used for pattern recognition
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as well as for combining learning from data and from formal descriptions of problems. Con-

structing a semantic embedding is the first step in this method. The embeddings given here

can be used for Algebraic Machine Learning with no need for further modifications. With these

embeddings the sparse crossing algorithm described in [4] can easily find full boards of queens,

solve Sudokus or create new ones. Sparse crossing can also find Hamiltonian paths better than

a naive backtracking method 1.

We have organized this paper as follows. In section 2 we give a definition for semantic

embeddings into semilattices. In section 2.1 we introduce four different kinds of embeddings.

We also show how to use atomized semilattices to characterize the different kinds of embeddings.

In sections 3 to 7 we provide examples of semantic embeddings, starting with a very simple

example in section 3. Section 8 is a summary of the notions from Atomized Semilattices that we

use in this document. Atomized Semilattices are further developed here with the introduction

of grounded models in section 9. Section 10 is devoted to the theorems, together with section

11 that focuses on theorems related to context constants.

2 Definitions

An algebraic semantic embedding of a problem P is an encoding of P in the form of an algebraic

theory. A semantic embedding relies on the constants and operations of an algebra to describe

P with a set of sentences. In this paper we focus on algebraic embeddings over finite semilattices

in its simplest form; an algebraic theory consisting of a set R of positive and negative atomic

sentences.

A semantic embedding maps each solution of the problem P to a model of R and, con-

versely, permits to interpret unambiguously some models of R as solutions of P . For each

solution S of P there should be at least one model MS |= R that maps to S. Such mapping is

“the interpretation” of P in the algebra.

We use the word “duple” to refer to an ordered pair (a, b) of elements. We also refer to

positive atomic sentence a ≤ b as “positive duple” and to the negative atomic sentence a 6≤ b

1Sparse Crossing [4] can find Hamiltonian paths with the embeddings presented here. Specifically, randomly

generated graphs with a probability of an edge between nodes of 5% are hard for backtracking because they have

enough edges to have a large search space but not enough to easily find a path that does not require crossing

the same node twice. For graphs of about 50 vertexes naive backtracking starts becoming impractical as it

requires exponentially more time as the number of nodes grow. Sparse Crossing could find Hamiltonian paths

in a few attempts for graphs with more than 100 vertexes, for which backtracking could take an astronomically

large amount of time. Although the use of sparse crossing is barely discussed in this document we thought

is worth mentioning it to motivate the reader and to draw attention on the practical relevance of semilattice

embeddings.
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as “negative duple”. We say that the duple is “over C” if the left and right-hand sides of the

duple, a and b respectively, are either constants or idempotent summation of constants from a

set C of constants, i.e. they are elements of the freest semilattice generated by the set C.

Definition 2.1. An embedding set R = R+ ∪ R− is a set R+ of positive duples and a set R−

of negative duples over a set of constants C. We refer to the constants in C as the embedding

constants.

Definition 2.2. An interpretation sentence for a problem P into an algebra is a sentence ϕ

that uses the functions and relations of the algebra and mentions constants in a set Q such

that a model M is a solution of P if and only if M |= ϕ. We refer to the constants in Q as the

interpretation constants.

In the case of semilattices we can use to construct ϕ the idempotent operator ⊙ and the

order relation < that can be defined from the idempotent operator. The set Q of interpretation

constants is a subset of the embedding constants C.

For example, if P is the problem of resolving a Sudoku we can choose an interpretation

sentence ϕ that says that there is a number written at each cell and the numbers are not

repeated in the rows, columns and subgrids. It is possible to define an interpretation sentence

ϕ without knowing how to find a solution or even without knowing if a solution exists.

The interpretation sentence is assumed to be a first order sentence with or without quanti-

fiers. We will be able to build embeddings for complex interpretation sentences with quantifiers

as long as we can find a first order sentence without quantifiers, the “scope sentence”, that is

equivalent to ϕ in the presence of the embedding set R. The scope sentence has no quantifiers

but it may have negations, conjunctions and disjunctions. We will see that for problems like

the N-Queens Completion, the Sudoku or the Hamiltonian Path such scope sentence exists.

Definition 2.3. A scope sentence Ξ for a problem P and an embedding set R is a first or-

der sentence without quantifiers and with constants in Q that follows from the interpretation

sentence ϕ and such that if a model of R satisfies Ξ then it also satisfies ϕ, i.e.

Ξ ∧ R ⊢ ϕ and ϕ ⊢ Ξ.

We use the entail symbol, ⊢, to state that every semilattice model of the sentence in the left is

a model of the sentence in the right. For short, we say that a sentence is over Q when it only

mentions constants in the set of constants Q.

It is clear that the scope and interpretation sentences are equivalent when R holds:

R ∧ ϕ ⇔ Ξ ∧R.
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where we are using the double implication symbol to say that the sentences at each side of the

symbol have the same semilattice models.

In the Sudoku example, the embedding set R may say that there is at most one number

on each cell and that the rows columns and subgrids cannot have repeated numbers, which we

can succinctly say using a conjunction of atomic sentences. The scope sentence may say that

there is at least one number written at each cell. An scope sentence for this problem can be

written as a conjunction, for each cell, of a disjunction that says that either 0, or 1 or 2 ... or

9 are written in the cell. There are models of R that do not assign a number to all of the cells

and, hence, do not correspond to solutions of the problem. The scope sentence is needed to

distinguish the models of R that are solutions of the problem P from the models of R that are

not.

In the examples that we analyze in this document, the scope sentences are conjunctions

of a few disjunctions of (positive and/or negative) atomic sentences. We refer to these atomic

sentences as the subclauses of Ξ. We cannot directly make the scope sentence part of the

embedding set because that will require a very large number of atomic sentences. We will learn

how to deal with this problem and build semantic embeddings that can be used in practice.

A problem P may have one or many solutions. We can write:

ϕ ⇔ ∨sϕs,

where every ϕs is a first order sentence that mentions constants in Q and describes the solution

S of P . In most problems, ϕ would be known but not the sentences ϕs.

Consider the transformation of the scope sentence to disjunctive normal form Ξ = ∨kΞk.

The index k may take a large number of values which makes impractical to directly make

the scope sentence part of R. Each clause Ξk is a conjunction of a subset of the subclauses

mentioned in Ξ. Every subclause of Ξk is either a subclause of Ξ, a negated subclause of Ξ.

Since ϕ ⊢ Ξ then for every solution S we have ϕs ⊢ Ξ. In fact, for each solution S there

is at least one value of k such that ϕs ⊢ Ξk. In case that there are multiple clauses Ξk implied

by ϕs we can, without loss of generality, do the conjunction of such clauses and define a single

clause ΞS such that:

ΞS ∧ R ⊢ ϕS and ϕS ⊢ ΞS,

so it follows:

R ∧ ϕS ⇔ ΞS ∧R.

Notice that some clauses Ξk, generally most of them, may not be realized by any solution.
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To be specific about what makes two solutions of P different we introduce the concept of

a separator set.

Definition 2.4. Given a scope sentence Ξ for a problem P a separator set Γ is a set of positive

atomic sentences over the interpretation constants Q such that if either σ or ¬σ is an atomic

subclause of Ξ then σ ∈ Γ.

Now we can identify a solution S with a set of sentences as follows:

Definition 2.5. A solution S of a problem P with scope sentence Ξ and separator set Γ is a

subset S ⊆ Γ such that the sentence γS = ∧{π : π ∈ S} ∧ {¬ν : ν ∈ Γ ∩ S} implies Ξ and

γS ∧ R has a model. Resolving P amounts to finding such subsets of Γ.

Definition 2.6. A solution model for solution S is any model of R ∧ γS.

We use S for the complementary set of S, i.e. Γ ∩ S = Γ − S. Notice that we have

defined the separator set Γ as a superset of the set of atomic sentences mentioned in the scope

sentence. A separator set can be defined even when a problem has no need for a non trivial scope

sentence. The separator set gives us the freedom to choose what constitutes a different solution

and to separate solutions beyond what the scope sentence does. We cannot properly talk about

solutions unless they are distinguished by the separator set. Without loss of generality we say

that an embedding has solutions:

ϕS := γS,

and then ϕ ⇔ ∨sγS

We can now define our semantic embedding:

Definition 2.7. Let a problem P be described by an interpretation sentence ϕ over Q. An

algebraic semantic embedding, (C,R,Ξ), of a problem P with interpretation (Q,ϕ,Γ) is a set

R of positive and negative atomic sentences over a superset of constants C ⊇ Q such that

Ξ∧R ⊢ ϕ ⊢ Ξ, where the scope sentence Ξ is a first order sentence without quantifiers and over

Q and the separator set Γ contains the atomic sentences mentioned by Ξ as positive atomic

sentences.

To build an embedding we usually need an extended set C of constants, a set that contains

Q. With the help of the extended set of constants it becomes possible to describe P using a set
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R of positive and negative atomic sentences. We left for the scope sentence everything that we

cannot describe as a conjunction of positive and negative atomic sentences. We will see that

there is a way to encode the scope sentence using atomic sentences and new constants. This

encoding is weaker that the one provided but the embedding set R but it suffices, in practice

to find solutions for the problem at hand.

From the text Finite Atomized Semilattices [1] the reader should at least be familiar with

the concepts of atomization, redundant and non-redundant atoms, and full crossing. Besides

these concepts and methods, there are a handful of results required that are listed in section 8

of this paper. The formalism of atomized semilattices is extended here with the introduction

of “grounded models” in section 9.

For a solution S a solution model of particular interest is the freest one:

Definition 2.8. The freest solution model for a solution S of an embedding is the model

FS ≡ FC(R
+ ∪ S).

To build the freest model FC(R
+) of a set of positive atomic sentences R+ we start from the

freest model FC(∅) over C and use the full crossing algorithm to enforce each atomic sentence,

one after another, in any order. The reader can find a proof for this in [1].

We can use the full crossing method to build FS which is the freest model of the set of

positive duples R+ ∪ S.

Theorem 8 shows that, FS satisfies the scope sentence and, hence, is a solution model.

Solution models are strictly less free than FS so they can be atomized with non-redundant

atoms of FS. A model MS is a solution model of the embedding for solution S if it satisfies

both, the positive atomic sentences, i.e. MS |= R+ ∪ S, and the negative atomic sentences

MS |= R− ∪ {¬ν : ν ∈ S ∩ Γ}. As a consequence, MS ⊆ FS where the inclusion says that the

atoms of MS are all atoms of FS, i.e. the atoms of MS are either non-redundant atoms of FS

or unions of non-redundant atoms of FS.

Solution models have a linearity property; if MS and NS are solution models of P for

solution S then the model

MS +NS

spawned by the atoms of MS and NS is also a solution model of S. Even more, if MS is a

solution model of S we can add any atom of FS to MS and still get a solution model of S.

Definition 2.9. Given a set of atomic sentences R we say that a model M is an irreducible

model of R if M |= R and it is atomized by a set A of non-redundant atoms of M such that

no subset of A is a model of R.
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Theorem 23 shows that an irreducible model has at most |R−| + 1 atoms. Theorem 24

shows that we can find models for every solution of P among the irreducible models of R. Even

more, for tight embeddings (defined below) we can find models for every solution of P in the set

of irreducible models of R atomized with non-redundant atoms of FC(R
+). This is especially

relevant as theorem 22 describes a practical mechanism to make every embedding tight.

2.1 Concise, complete, tight and explicit embeddings

Definition 2.10. A restriction M |Q to Q of an atomized semilattice model M over C is the

subalgebra of M spawned by the constants in the subset Q ⊂ C.

Assume Q is a subset of C. Theorem 1 proves that the restriction to Q of an atomized

semilattice with constants in C can be calculated by restricting the upper constant segment

of each atom φ to the constants in Q, i.e. replace each atom φ with upper constant segment

U c(φ) ⊆ C by other atom φ|Q with upper constant segment U c(φ|Q) = U c(φ) ∩Q.

The restriction of a model MS to the subset of interpretation constants Q still satisfies

ϕS. Therefore, the restriction to Q preserves the interpretation. However, since the duples that

represent atomic sentences of R use constants of C that are not in Q, the duples of R may not

be defined in the restriction to Q. Therefore the restriction to Q of a solution model M may

no longer be a model of an algebraic embedding but it is still interpretable as a solution of P .

Definition 2.11. An algebraic embedding is concise if for every solution S of problem P and

for any positive atomic sentence r+ over the interpretation constants Q we have R ∧ ϕS ⊢ r+

if and only if ϕS ⊢ r+.

An embedding with embedding set R is concise when it does not have implications irrel-

evant to the interpretation in the subalgebra spawned by interpretation constants Q. For an

embedding that is concise the formulas over Q that are true in the freest model of a solution

S do not depend upon the embedding set R, they are determined by S alone. An interesting

result (see theorem 10) is that any two embeddings, which could potentially be very different,

of a problem P with constants C1 and C2 that are concise and share the same interpretation

(Q,ϕ,Γ) produce for each solution S of P a freest solution model of S with the same non-

redundant atoms restricted to Q. Also, the atoms in a model of an embedding that is not

concise become, when restricted to Q, redundant with the atoms restricted to Q of some model

of any concise embedding.
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Definition 2.12. An embedding set R for a problem P with solutions S is complete if for each

positive atomic sentence r+ over the interpretation constants Q such that ∀S(ϕS ⊢ r+) then

R ⊢ r+.

Definition 2.13. An embedding set R for a problem P with solutions S is strongly complete

if for each positive atomic sentence r+ over the embedding constants C such that ∀S(ϕS ⊢ r+)

then R ⊢ r+.

In Finite Atomized Semilattices[1] we introduced the concept of redundant, non-redundant

and external atoms. We say that a model M has an atom φ or that φ is an atom of M, written

φ ∈ M , if φ is a non-redundant atom of M or is redundant with M . We say that φ is not in

M , written φ 6∈ M if φ is external to M , i.e. if φ is not a non-redundant atom of M neither is

redundant with M .

Definition 2.14. An embedding of a problem P with embedding set R, interpretation constants

Q and embedding constants C has a residual atom α if α is a non-redundant atom of FC(R
+)|Q

with upper segment different than Q that is external to the restriction to Q of every solution

model of P , i.e. α 6∈ M
|Q
S for every model MS |= R that models a solution of P .

Residual atoms are non-redundant atoms of FC(R
+) that have consequences in the subal-

gebra spawned by Q but do not play a role in any solution of P . Theorem 14 proves that an

embedding that has no residual atoms is complete; and conversely, an embedding that is com-

plete and concise has no residual atoms. Additionally, theorem 15 shows that two concise and

complete embeddings sharing the same interpretation (Q,ϕ,Γ) have the same atoms restricted

to Q, i.e FC1(R
+
1 )

|Q = FC2(R
+
2 )

|Q.

Definition 2.15. A model M is a subset model of N , written M ⊂ N if every atom that is

in model M is in model N . A model M is a tight subset model of N , written M ⊏ N if the

non-redundant atoms of M are a subset of the non-redundant atoms of N . Subset ⊂ and tight

subset ⊏ are both transitive relations.

Definition 2.16. An embedding of a problem P with embedding set R and embedding con-

stants C is tight if for every solution S of P every non-redundant atom in the freest solution

model FS = FC(R
+ ∪ S) is also a non-redundant atom in FC(R

+).

A non-redundant atom of the freest solution of a model FS is always an atom of FC(R
+) but

it is not necessarily non-redundant in FC(R
+), it can be a redundant atom of FC(R

+). There

may be many non-redundant atoms in a model but there are always many more redundant
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atoms. Every union of non-redundant atoms is a redundant atom, so we have, in the worse case,

a number of redundant atoms in the order of 2 to the power of the number of non-redundant

atoms. Tight embeddings have solution models spawn by atoms that are non-redundant atoms

of FC(R
+) so, when searching for non-redundant atoms of FS in the atoms of FC(R

+) having

a tight embedding severely reduces the search space.

Definition 2.17. LetK ⊂ C and letM be a model over C. The modelM
∨K (readM grounded

to K) is the model spawned by the subset of atoms φ of M such that U c(φ) ⊆ K.

Model M
∨K is as free or less free than M . Theorem 6 shows that M

∨K is a well-defined

model that is a tight subset of M , i.e. M
∨K ⊏ M .

We introduce the concept of explicit embeddings that permits finding the freest model

solutions by calculating a ground operation with respect to some subset K of the constants.

A method that guarantees that our embedding is tight, i.e. ∀S(FS ⊏ FC(R
+)), is to build the

embedding as an explicit embedding, something that can always be achieved following a simple

procedure.

Definition 2.18. An embedding of a problem P with interpretation constants Q and embed-

ding constants C is explicit if for each solution S of P there is a subset KS of the constants

Q ⊆ KS ⊂ C such that the freest solution for S satisfies FS = FC(R
+)

∨KS ⊕ FC−KS
(∅).

Theorem 21 proves that an explicit embedding is tight, so a method that guarantees that

our embedding is tight, i.e. ∀S(FS ⊏ FC(R
+)), is to build an explicit embedding, something

we can always do following a recipe given in theorem 22.

Suppose we have an embedding set R over a set of embedding constants C for a problem

P . Theorem 22 provides a mechanism to extend the embedding constants and the embedding

set R to obtain an explicit and, therefore, tight embedding of P . This extension mechanism

can be used in practice. In addition, when the embedding is complete the extended embedding

is also complete and when the embedding is concise the extended embedding is also concise.

3 A trivial example

Consider the following problem P : we have three elements a, b and c and either a or b is mapped

to c. This problem has three solutions S1, S2, S3: a is mapped to c, b is mapped to c, and both

a and b are mapped to c.
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Consider the following interpretation sentence ϕ = (a ≤ c) ∨ (b ≤ c) and the solution

interpretation sentences

ϕ1 = (a ≤ c) ∧ (b 6≤ c),

ϕ2 = (a 6≤ c) ∧ (b ≤ c),

ϕ3 = (a ≤ c) ∧ (b ≤ c),

with interpretation constants Q = {a, b, c}, separator set Γ = {(a ≤ c), (b ≤ c)} and an scope

sentence equal to the interpretation sentence Ξ = (a ≤ c) ∨ (b ≤ c).

There is no atomic sentence that is a consequence of the interpretation sentence ϕ so all

embeddings will be complete.

First embedding: C = {a, b, c} and R = ∅. In this case Q = C. Any model over C is a

model of the empty embedding set, including models that satisfy the solution interpretation

sentences ϕ1, ϕ2 and ϕ3. The embedding set R = ∅ is obviously concise. The model FC(∅) is

atomized by the three non-redundant atoms φa, φb and φc with upper segments U c(φa) = {a},

U c(φb) = {b} and U c(φc) = {c}. The freest model and freest solution models are are:

FC(R
+) = [φa, φb, φc]

F1 = [φac, φb, φc]

F2 = [φa, φbc, φc]

F3 = [φac, φbc, φc]

where U c(φac) = {a, c} and U c(φbc) = {b, c}. The embedding is neither explicit nor tight but

it is complete and concise.

Second embedding: C = {a, b, c, d, e} and R = (d ≤ a) ∧ (d ≤ c) ∧ (e ≤ b) ∧ (e ≤ c). The

atomization of FC(R
+) consists of five atoms with upper segments:

U c(φacd) = {a, c, d}, U c(φbce) = {b, c, e}

U c(φa) = {a}, U c(φb) = {b}, U c(φc) = {c}.

The freest model of the embedding set and freest solution models are are:

FC(R
+) = �e≤c�e≤b�d≤c�d≤a[φa, φb, φc, φd, φe] = [φa, φb, φc, φacd, φbce]

F1 = FC(R
+ ∪ (a ≤ c)) = �a≤c[φa, φb, φc, φacd, φbce] = [φac, φb, φc, φacd, φbce]

F2 = FC(R
+ ∪ (b ≤ c)) = �b≤c[φa, φb, φc, φacd, φbce] = [φa, φbc, φc, φacd, φbce]

F3 = FC(R
+ ∪ (a ≤ c) ∪ (b ≤ c)) = �b≤c�a≤c[φa, φb, φc, φacd, φbce] = [φac, φbc, φc, φacd, φbce]

It is a good exercise to check that the three models satisfy R∧ϕ1, R∧ϕ2 and R∧ϕ3 respectively.

There is no positive atomic sentence ξ+ over Q = {a, b, c} satisfied by any of three models that is
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not implied by the interpretation sentences alone so the embedding is concise. The embedding

is also complete but it is neither tight nor explicit.

Theorem 1 promises that we can calculate a restriction model by calculating the restriction

of each non-redundant atom:

F
|Q
1 = [φac, φb, φc, φacd, φbce]

|Q = [φac, φb, φc, φac, φbc] = [φac, φb, φc]

F
|Q
2 = [φa, φbc, φc, φacd, φbce]

|Q = [φa, φbc, φc, φac, φbc] = [φa, φbc, φc]

F
|Q
3 = [φac, φbc, φc, φacd, φbce]

|Q = [φac, φbc, φc, φac, φbc] = [φac, φbc, φc]

Theorem 9 says that an embedding is concise if and only if the freest solution model restricted

to Q = {a, b, c} is equal to FQ(S) for each solution S of P . The reader can check that this is the

case by calculating FQ(S) for the three solutions, in this case: �a≤c[φa, φb, φc], �b≤c[φa, φb, φc]

and �a≤c�b≤c[φa, φb, φc]. In addition, since the first embedding was also concise the restricted

solution models are equal for both embeddings.

Finally the freest model restricted to Q is:

FC(R
+)|Q = [φa, φb, φc, φacd, φbce]

|Q = [φa, φb, φc, φac, φbc] = [φa, φb, φc]

Theorem 15 tells us that two concise and complete embeddings with different embedding con-

stants but sharing the same interpretation have the same atoms restricted to the interpretation

constants Q, i.e FC1(R
+
1 )

|Q = FC2(R
+
2 )

|Q. For the first and second embeddings the freest model

restricted to Q is [φa, φb, φc].

Third embedding: The third embedding is very similar to the second embedding but this

time is going to be a tight embedding. C = {a, b, c, d, e,m} and R = (d ≤ a) ∧ (d ≤ c) ∧

(e ≤ b) ∧ (e ≤ c) ∧ (c ≤ a ⊙ b ⊙ m). The atomization for the freest model is the result of

�c≤a⊙b⊙m�e≤c�e≤b�d≤c�d≤a[φa, φb, φc, φd, φe, φm] and consists of eight non-redundant atoms:

FC(R
+) = [φa, φb, φm, φac, φbc, φcm, φacd, φbce].

The freest solution models are:

F1 = �a≤c[φa, φb, φm, φac, φbc, φcm, φacd, φbce] = [φb, φm, φac, φbc, φcm, φacd, φbce]

F2 = �b≤c[φa, φb, φm, φac, φbc, φcm, φacd, φbce] = [φa, φm, φac, φbc, φcm, φacd, φbce]

F3 = �b≤c�a≤c[φa, φb, φm, φac, φbc, φcm, φacd, φbce] = [φm, φac, φbc, φcm, φacd, φbce].

It is quite straightforward to check that the embedding is tight:

F1 ⊏ FC(R
+) F2 ⊏ FC(R

+) F3 ⊏ FC(R
+),

so we have a complete, concise and tight embedding but not an explicit embedding.
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The restrictions to Q of the freest solution models are again the same to those obtained in

the previous embeddings (as the three embeddings are concise).

F
|Q
1 = [φb, φm, φac, φbc, φcm, φacd, φbce]

|Q = [φac, φb, φc]

F
|Q
2 = [φa, φm, φac, φbc, φcm, φacd, φbce]

|Q = [φa, φbc, φc]

F
|Q
3 = [φm, φac, φbc, φcm, φacd, φbce]

|Q = [φac, φbc, φc]

FC(R
+)|Q = [φa, φb, φm, φac, φbc, φcm, φacd, φbce]

|Q = [φa, φb, φc].

Fourth embedding: The fourth embedding is again very similar to the second and third

embedding but this time is tight but not concise. C = {a, b, c, d, e} and R = (d ≤ a) ∧ (d ≤

c) ∧ (e ≤ b) ∧ (e ≤ c) ∧ (c ≤ a ⊙ b). The atomization for the freest model consists of six

non-redundant atoms:

FC(R
+) = [φa, φb, φac, φbc, φacd, φbce].

The freest solution models are:

F1 = [φb, φac, φbc, φacd, φbce]

F2 = [φa, φac, φbc, φacd, φbce]

F3 = [φac, φbc, φacd, φbce].

Again the embedding is tight:

F1 ⊏ FC(R
+) F2 ⊏ FC(R

+) F3 ⊏ FC(R
+),

but it is clearly not concise because it satisfies c ≤ a⊙ b, a duple over Q that is not implied by

the solutions of P alone. The freest solution models restricted to Q are:

F
|Q
1 = [φb, φac, φbc, φacd, φbce]

|Q = [φb, φac, φbc]

F
|Q
2 = [φa, φac, φbc, φacd, φbce]

|Q = [φa, φac, φbc]

F
|Q
3 = [φac, φbc, φacd, φbce]

|Q = [φac, φbc]

FC(R
+)|Q = [φa, φb, φac, φbc, φacd, φbce]

|Q = [φa, φb, φac, φbc].

We can check that the freest solution models restricted to Q are not equal to FQ(S). For

example:

�a≤c[φa, φb, φc] = [φac, φb, φc] 6= F
|Q
1

Fifth embedding: This is a complete, concise, tight and explicit embedding. It is quite

different from the others and uses embedding constants C = {a, b, c, g, h} and embedding set

13



R = (a ≤ c⊙ g) ∧ (b ≤ c⊙ h). The atomization of the freest model FC(R
+) consists of seven

atoms with upper segments:

U c(φac) = {a, c}, U c(φag) = {a, g},

U c(φbc) = {b, c}, U c(φbh) = {b, h},

U c(φc) = {c}, U c(φg) = {g}, U c(φh) = {h},

that can be calculated as:

FC(R
+) = �b≤c⊙h�a≤c⊙g[φa, φb, φc, φg, φh] = [φc, φg, φh, φac, φag, φbc, φbh].

The freest solution models are:

F1 = [φc, φg, φh, φac, φbc, φbh],

F2 = [φc, φg, φh, φac, φag, φbc],

F3 = [φc, φg, φh, φac, φbc],

and it is clear that the embedding is tight:

F1 ⊏ FC(R
+) F2 ⊏ FC(R

+) F3 ⊏ FC(R
+),

and concise:

F
|Q
1 = [φc, φg, φh, φac, φbc, φbh]

|Q = [φc, φac, φb],

F
|Q
2 = [φc, φg, φh, φac, φag, φbc]

|Q = [φc, φa, φbc]

F
|Q
3 = [φc, φg, φh, φac, φbc]

|Q = [φc, φac, φbc].

It has the same restrictions of the first, second and third embeddings.

For every solution there is a set of constants KS such that Q ⊆ KS ⊂ C that satisfy:

FC(R
+)

∨{a,b,c,h} = [φc, φg, φh, φac, φag, φbc, φbh]
∨{a,b,c,h} = [φc, φh, φac, φbc, φbh],

FC(R
+)

∨{a,b,c,g} = [φc, φg, φh, φac, φag, φbc, φbh]
∨{a,b,c,g} = [φc, φg, φac, φag, φbc],

FC(R
+)

∨{a,b,c} = [φc, φg, φh, φac, φag, φbc, φbh]
∨{a,b,c} = [φc, φac, φbc],

such that:

F1 = [φc, φg, φh, φac, φbc, φbh] = FC(R
+)

∨{a,b,c,h} ∪ {φg}

F2 = [φc, φg, φh, φac, φag, φbc] = FC(R
+)

∨{a,b,c,g} ∪ {φh}

F3 = [φc, φg, φh, φac, φbc] = FC(R
+)

∨{a,b,c} ∪ {φg, φh}

which proves the embedding is explicit. The fifth example corresponds to the construction in

theorem 22 built over an empty embedding set.
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With two concise, complete and tight embeddings that share the same interpretation

(Q,ϕ,Γ), for each non-redundant atom φ1 ∈ ∪SF1S such that φ
|Q
1 exists, theorem 18 shows that

either there is a solution S for which φ
|Q
1 is redundant in F

|Q
1S or there is an atom φ2 ∈ ∪SF2S

with φ
|Q
1 = φ

|Q
2 . We can compare the third and fifth embeddings to see if this is true. With the

third embedding:

Fthird = ∪SFS = FC(R
+) = [φa, φb, φm, φac, φbc, φcm, φacd, φbce]

and with the fifth embedding:

Ffifth = ∪SFS = FC(R
+) = [φc, φg, φh, φac, φag, φbc, φbh].

The sets obtained by calculating the restriction to Q of the non-redundant atoms are equal:

Fthird
|Q
−→ {φa, φb, φac, φbc, φc, φac, φbc} = {φa, φb, φac, φbc, φc}

Ffifth
|Q
−→ {φc, φac, φa, φbc, φb},

Notice that here we are comparing sets and not models so redundant atoms matter and cannot

be removed.

4 Vertical Bars

Suppose an n × n grid of white and black pixels. The embedding consists of describing the

properly formed grids, i.e. with pixels at every position and no empty or undefined positions,

that have at least one black column. The problem P consists of finding examples of grids with

this property.

We are going to build and compare two different embeddings. The first embedding de-

scribes the grids in a formal manner, the second embedding provides examples of valid grids

with a black bar.

Embedding 1: Consider the embedding with interpretation constants Q = {bij , wij, qij}

where constants bij represent black pixels at position (i, j), the constants wij that represent

white pixels and the constants qij represent positions of the grid. The embedding constants

C = Q ∪ {nj} where nj is a constant such that nj ≤ wij , i.e. it is lower or equal than every

constant of a white pixel in column j, and so there is one n1, n2, ..., nn per column. Consider

the embedding set:

R1A = (⊙jnj 6≤ ⊙r,sqrs) ∧ ∀ij((wij ⊙ bij) 6≤ ⊙r,sqrs) ∧ ∀ij(nj ≤ wij),

and the scope sentence:

Ξ = ∀i,j((qij = wij) ∨ (qij = bij)).
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Any model of R1A∧Ξ can be univocally mapped to a grid with a vertical black bar. This model

is concise, in order to make it complete we have to add:

R1B = ∀ij(qij ≤ wij ⊙ bij),

a set of sentences that are true in every model. To make the embedding also explicit and tight

we can follow the strategy described in theorem 22 and extend C to the set C = Q∪{nj, gij, hij}

where gij and hij are “context constants” used as follows:

R1C = ∀ij((gij ⊙ qij = wij ⊙ gij) ∧ (hij ⊙ qij = bij ⊙ hij)).

where we have relied on theorem 25 to reuse the same context constant gij for the atomic

sentences (qij ≤ wij) and (wij ≤ qij) and the same context constant hij for (qij ≤ bij) and

(bij ≤ qij). Finally, our first embedding is given by the embedding set:

R1 = R1A ∧R1B ∧ R1C .

A calculation of FC(R
+
1 ) provides a model with 46 atoms in the case of 2× 2 grids. Subsets of

non-redundant atoms of FC(R
+
1 ) that suffice to preserve R−

1 produce models that, when they

satisfy Ξ, represent examples of grids with at least one vertical black bar. This model satisfies:

F = ∪sFs = FC(R
+
1 ).

Using for indexes i,j 1, 1 → 1, 1, 2 → 2, 2, 1 → 3 and 2, 2 → 4 for better readability, the

atomization is:

FC(R
+
1 ) = [φg1, φg2, φg3, φg4, φh1

, φh2
, φh3

, φh4
, φw1g1, φw2g2, φw3g3,

φw4g4, φb1h1
, φb2h2

, φb3h3
, φb4h4

, φw1b1q1 , φw2b2q2,

φw3b3q3 , φw4b4q4, φb1q1g1, φb2q2g2 , φb3q3g3, φb4q4g4 , φw1q1h1
,

φw2q2h2
, φw3q3h3

, φw4q4h4
, φw1w3n1g1g3 , φw2w4n2g2g4, φw1w3q1n1g3h1

,

φw1w3b1q1n1g3, φw1w3q3n1g1h3
, φw1w3b3q3n1g1, φw2w4b2q2n2g4, φw2w4b4q4n2g2,

φw2w4q2n2g4h2
, φw2w4q4n2g2h4

, φw1w3b1q1q3n1h3
, φw1w3b1b3q1q3n1

,

φw1w3q1q3n1h1h3
, φw1w3b3q1q3n1h1

, φw2w4b2b4q2q4n2
, φw2w4b2q2q4n2h4

,

φw2w4b4q2q4n2h2
, φw2w4q2q4n2h2h4

]

The freest model for solution q1 = b1, q2 = w2, q3 = b3, q4 = w4, has non-redundant atoms:

Fs = [φg1, φg2, φg3, φg4, φh1
, φh2

, φh3
, φh4

, φw1g1, φw3g3, φb2h2
,

φb4h4
, φw1b1q1 , φw2b2q2, φw3b3q3, φw2q2h2

, φw4b4q4, φb1q1g1 ,

φw4q4h4
, φb3q3g3, φw1w3n1g1g3 , φw1w3b1q1n1g3, φw1w3b3q3n1g1 ,
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φw1w3b1b3q1q3n1
, φw2w4b2b4q2q4n2

, φw2w4b2q2q4n2h4
, φw2w4b4q2q4n2h2

,

φw2w4q2q4n2h2h4
],

which is a subset of FC(R
+
1 ), as promised by tightness. The embedding is also explicit:

Fs = FC(R
+
1 )

∨Q∪{n1,n2}∪{g1,g3,h2,h4} ∪ {φh1
, φh3

, φg2, φg4}.

We can find all the models of a vertical black bar, with a well-constructed grid that passes the

scope sentence, by grounding FC(R
+
1 ) with the right context constants (in this case g1, g3, h2, h4).

In fact there are 16 sets of context constants that produce models for the 16 possible grids and

all these grounded models pass the scope sentence. This includes h1, h2, h3, h4 that produces

a model of a full white grid. However, only the models that satisfy R−
1 are valid models of

our embedding, and these models all have a vertical black bar. Every model without a vertical

black bar that we find by grounding satisfy:

n1 ⊙ n2 ≤ q1 ⊙ q2 ⊙ q3 ⊙ q4

i.e. these models violate ⊙jnj 6≤ ⊙r,sqrs which is in R−.

We have not yet used the negative duples of our embedding. Once we have the atomization

of FC(R
+
1 ) we can pick a subset of the atoms that suffice to enforce R−. This choosing of atoms

checks the |R−| duples just once and ends up with a set of at most |R−| atoms. It suffices to

keep the first discriminant atom we encounter for one duple and then we can move onto the

next duple. If we apply this algorithm to this embedding, almost every model we find is a

model of a full board with a black vertical bar that passes the scope sentence. There are a few

incomplete boards that do not pass the scope sentence. In the general case we can find many

“bad models” that satisfy R but do not satisfy the scope sentence. It is precisely here, each

time we pick an atom using R−, where grounding can be used, as a secondary step to prioritize

atoms with compatible context constants, so next time we pick an atom for the next sentence

in R− we start looking first into atoms with similar context constants. Grounding may help to

find subsets of atoms that satisfy the scope sentence but it is not the primary mechanism for

selection of subsets of FC(R
+
1 ). The primary mechanism is R−.

Note also that |R−| = 5, in a 2 × 2 grid. This means that there should be subsets of

non-redundant atoms of FC(R
+
1 ) with at most 5 atoms (perhaps 6 if we want to add ⊖c to be

consistent with the sixth axiom of atomized semilattices). For example, the model:

Ms = [φb2h2
, φb4h4

, φw1w3n1g1g3]

is a subset of the non-redundant atoms of Fs that satisfy R∧Ξ. In addition [Ms + {⊖c}] ⊂ Fs,

as Fs is freer than [Ms + {⊖c}]. How does it work?:

Ms |= (q1 = q2 = q3 = q4 = b1 = b3 = w2 = w4)
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The embedding can be extended to produce models for which the q constants do not equate

each others:

R− ∧ (q1 6≤ q2 ⊙ q3 ⊙ q4) ∧ (q2 6≤ q1 ⊙ q3 ⊙ q4) ∧ (q3 6≤ q1 ⊙ q2 ⊙ q4) ∧ (q4 6≤ q1 ⊙ q2 ⊙ q3)

Now we have |R−| = 9 and, in fact the following 7 atoms suffice:

Ns = [φb2h2
, φb4h4

, φw1b1q1 , φw2b2q2, φw3b3q3, φw4b4q4 , φw1w3n1g1g3]

Ns |= (q1 = b1) ∧ (q2 = w2) ∧ (q3 = b3) ∧ (q4 = b4),

and form a model that distinguishes every constant qi.

Embedding 2: Now we study a very different embedding based on presenting examples to

the algebra. The interpretation constants Q = {bij , wij, qij} and scope sentence Ξ are the same

as in the previous embedding. The embedding constants are now C ′ = Q ∪ {v, gij, hij}. The

embedding set is:

R2A = {v ≤ I : I has a vertical black bar} ∪ {v 6≤ I : I has no vertical black bar}.

where I is a term with n×n constants either wij or bij at each position of the grid. For example

in 2× 2 is a conjunction of 16 atomic sentences:

R2A = (v ≤ b11 ⊙ w12 ⊙ b21 ⊙ w22) ∧ (v ≤ b11 ⊙ b12 ⊙ b21 ⊙ w22)...∧

... ∧ (v 6≤ w11 ⊙ w12 ⊙ w21 ⊙ w22) ∧ (v 6≤ b11 ⊙ w12 ⊙ w21 ⊙ w22)...

We can add:

R2B = (v ≤ ⊙i,jqi,j) ∧ ∀ij(wij ⊙ bij 6≤ ⊙r,sqrs).

The embedding R2A ∧R2B is concise. For completeness we have to add again:

R2B = ∀ij(qij ≤ wij ⊙ bij).

To make the embedding explicit and tight we proceed as before, by adding:

R2C = ∀ij((gij ⊙ qij = wij ⊙ gij) ∧ (hij ⊙ qij = bij ⊙ hij)).

The resulting embedding:

R2 = R2A ∧ R2B ∧R2C

produces a freest model FC′(R+
2 ) with 68 atoms in dimension 2 × 2. Again, using 1, 1 → 1,

1, 2 → 2, 2, 1 → 3 and 2, 2 → 4 for better readability:

FC′(R+
2 ) = [φg1, φg2, φg3, φg4, φh1

, φh2
, φh3

, φh4
, φw1g1, φw2g2, φw3g3,

φw4g4, φb1h1
, φb2h2

, φb3h3
, φb4h4

, φw1b1q1 , φw2b2q2,
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φw3b3q3 , φw4b4q4, φb1q1g1, φb2q2g2 , φb3q3g3, φb4q4g4 , φw1q1h1
,

φw2q2h2
, φw3q3h3

, φw4q4h4
, φvw1b1q1 , φvw2b2q2, φvw3b3q3 , φvw4b4q4,

φvb1b2q1g1h2
, φvb1b2q2g2h1

, φvb1b4q1g1h4
, φvb1b4q4g4h1

, φvb2b3q2g2h3
,

φvb2b3q3g3h2
, φvb3b4q3g3h4

, φvb3b4q4g4h3
, φvb1b2q1q2g1g2, φvb1b4q1q4g1g4,

φvb2b3q2q3g2g3 , φvb3b4q3q4g3g4, φvw1w2b2q1g2h1h2
, φvw2w3b2q3g2h2h3

,

φvw2b2b4q4g2g4h2
, φvw2w4b2q4g2h2h4

, φvw1w2b1q2g1h1h2
, φvw2w3b3q2g3h2h3

,

φvw2b1b4q2h1h2h4
, φvw2b3b4q2h2h3h4

, φvw2w4b4q2g4h2h4
,

φvw1w3b1q3g1h1h3
, φvw1b1b3q3g1g3h1

, φvw1w4b1q4g1h1h4
, φvw3b1b3q1g1g3h3

,

φvw3b1b2q3h1h2h3
, φvw3b1b4q3h1h3h4

, φvw4b1b2q4h1h2h4
, φvw1w3b3q1g3h1h3

,

φvw3w4b3q4g3h3h4
, φvw1b3b4q1h1h3h4

, φvw1b2b3q1h1h2h3
, φvw4b2b3q4h2h3h4

,

φvw1w4b4q1g4h1h4
, φvw4b2b4q2g2g4h4

, φvw3w4b4q3g4h3h4
].

The freest solution model for the same solution than before q1 = b1, q2 = w2, q3 = b3, q4 = w4,

now has non-redundant atoms:

F ′
s = [φg1, φg2, φg3, φg4, φh1

, φh2
, φh3

, φh4
, φw1g1, φw3g3, φb2h2

,

φb4h4
, φw1b1q1 , φw2b2q2, φw3b3q3, φw2q2h2

, φw4b4q4, φb1q1g1 ,

φw4q4h4
, φb3q3g3, φvw1b1q1, φvw2b2q2, φvw3b3q3, φvw4b4q4,

φvb1b2q1g1h2
, φvb1b4q1g1h4

, φvb2b3q3g3h2
, φvb3b4q3g3h4

]

which again is a subset of the atomization of FC′(R+
2 ) and, since the embedding is explicit:

F ′
s = FC′(R+

2 )
∨Q∪{v}∪{g1,g3,h2,h4} ∪ {φh1

, φh3
, φg2, φg4}

There is something different in this embedding:

F ′ = ∪sF
′
s ⊏ FC′(R+

2 ) but F ′ 6= FC′(R+
2 )

and FC′(R+
2 ) has now 24 atoms more than F ′, that only has 44 non-redundant atoms:

F ′ = [φg1, φg2, φg3, φg4, φh1
, φh2

, φh3
, φh4

, φw1g1 , φw2g2 , φw3g3 ,

φw4g4, φb1h1
, φb2h2

, φb3h3
, φb4h4

, φw1b1q1 , φw2b2q2,

φw3b3q3 , φw4b4q4, φb1q1g1, φb2q2g2 , φb3q3g3, φb4q4g4 , φw1q1h1
,

φw2q2h2
, φw3q3h3

, φw4q4h4
, φvw1b1q1 , φvw2b2q2, φvw3b3q3 , φvw4b4q4,

φvb1b2q1g1h2
, φvb1b2q2g2h1

, φvb1b4q1g1h4
, φvb1b4q4g4h1

, φvb2b3q3g3h2
,

φvb2b3q2g2h3
, φvb3b4q3g3h4

, φvb3b4q4g4h3
, φvb1b2q1q2g1g2, φvb1b4q1q4g1g4,
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φvb2b3q2q3g2g3, φvb3b4q3q4g3g4]

As with the first embedding, we can obtain every possible grid by grounding the model FC′(R+
2 )

to a subset of the constants. The negative duples of R−
2 again select the subsets of atoms that

spawn models of grids with a vertical black bar. In this case R−
2A is a set of duples that rule

out each grid without a vertical bar individually.

R+
2 is a complete embedding, this means that any positive duple over Q that is true in

every solution of P is a duple of R+
2 or implied by R+

2 . However, we have F ′ 6= FC′(R+
2 )

because this embedding, although complete is not strongly complete. There are duples over C

that are true on every model but are not implied by R+. Which ones?

We have required v ≤ ⊙i,jqi,j. This sentence of R+
2 is central as it says that we want

models of grids that have a vertical bar v. However, if we replace in v ≤ ⊙i,jqi,j any qi,j by bi,j

the sentence remains true on every solution. In addition, if we set two constants in a column

to bi,j we can replace another qi,j by a white pixel constant wi,j. These sentences turn out to

be the missing piece. There are many of them. For 2 × 2 there are 18 sentences. If we make

these sentences part of R+
2 we get: F ′ = FC′(R+

2 ) and the model F ′ does not change. These

sentences act by eliminating the extra 24 atoms that FC′(R+
2 ) had.

There is a quite interesting fact that occurs in the strongly complete model. If we calculate

the 16 grounded models we obtain 7 models of R2 that represent grids with a vertical black bar

and the other 9 are models that violate 1, 1, 3, 1, 3, 1, 3, 3, 9 duples of R−
2A respectively. From the

eight negative duples in R−
2A (that correspond to counterexamples of the problem) it suffices

with 4 duples to rule out all the grounded models that represent grids with no vertical black

bar. With only 2 negative duples we can rule out 6 of the 8 grounded models for well-formed

grids that have no vertical bar. This hints a mechanism for generalization: fewer negative

examples are enough to describe the embedding.

Comparison: We can start by calculating F
|Q
s for solution q1 = b1, q2 = w2, q3 = b3, q4 = w4.

As both embeddings are concise, F
|Q
s and F

′|Q
s should be equal and, indeed:

F |Q
s = F ′|Q

s = [φw1
, φw3

, φb2, φb4, φw2q2, φb1q1, φw4q4, φb3q3],

a calculation that can be easily done manually (remember to discard redundant atoms).

Let us compare now the sets of atoms (not the models) produced by restricting the atoms

of F and F ′ to the embedding constants:

F
|Q
−→ A = {φw1

, φw2
, φw3

, φw4
, φb1 , φb2, φb3 , φb4, φw1q1, φw1w3

, φw2w4
,

φw2q2 , φw3q3 , φb1q1, φw4q4, φb2q2, φb3q3, φb4q4, φw1b1q1,
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φw1w3q1, φw1w3q3, φw2w4q2 , φw2w4q4 , φw2b2q2, φw3b3q3, φw4b4q4,

φw1w3b1q1 , φw1w3q1q3, φw1w3b3q3, φw2w4b2q2, φw2w4b4q4, φw2w4q2q4,

φw1w3b1q1q3, φw1w3b3q1q3, φw2w4b2q2q4, φw2w4b4q2q4, φw1w3b1b3q1q3,

φw2w4b2b4q2q4}

F ′ |Q
−→ B = {φw1

, φw2
, φw3

, φw4
, φb1 , φb2, φb3, φb4 , φw1q1 , φw2q2, φw3q3,

φb1q1, φw4q4, φb2q2 , φb3q3, φb4q4 , φw1b1q1, φw2b2q2,

φw3b3q3, φb1b2q1, φb1b2q2, φb1b4q1 , φw4b4q4, φb2b3q2, φb2b3q3 ,

φb1b4q4 , φb3b4q3, φb3b4q4, φb1b2q1q2 , φb1b4q1q4, φb2b3q2q3, φb3b4q3q4}.

Many atoms are the same, but others are not. Consider the set:

A− B = {φw1w3
, φw2w4

, φw1w3q1, φw1w3q3, φw2w4q2 , φw2w4q4,

φw1w3b1q1 , φw1w3q1q3, φw1w3b3q3, φw2w4b2q2, φw2w4b4q4, φw2w4q2q4,

φw1w3b1q1q3 , φw1w3b3q1q3 , φw2w4b2q2q4, φw2w4b4q2q4, φw1w3b1b3q1q3 , φw2w4b2b4q2q4}

Since both embeddings are concise and tight, theorem 18 tells us that every one of these atoms

should be redundant in at least one solution of P . For example for φw1w3
to be redundant in

a solution, the solution should satisfy w1 6≤ q1 and w3 6≤ q3 and it should have atoms φw1
and

φw3
. From the scope sentence we know that such solution should satisfy: q1 = b1 and q3 = b3;

like the ones we have calculated above. Atoms φw1w3
and φw2w4

are redundant on each solution

that has a black vertical bar on the left or a black vertical bar on the right respectively. Atoms

φw1w3b1b3q1q3 and φw2w4b2b4q2q4 are redundant on every solution. The other atoms are redundant

in other solutions. Some atoms like φw2w4b2q2 are redundant only in solutions that have some

particular set of white pixels.

In the other direction:

B − A = {φb1b2q1 , φb1b2q2, φb1b4q1, φb2b3q2, φb2b3q3 ,

φb1b4q4 , φb3b4q3, φb3b4q4, φb1b2q1q2 , φb1b4q1q4, φb2b3q2q3, φb3b4q3q4},

we find atoms that are redundant in solutions that contain a vertical bar and at least one or

more additional white pixel (atoms with three constants), or one additional black pixel (atoms

with four constants). Finally:

A ∩ B = {φw1
, φw2

, φw3
, φw4

, φb1 , φb2, φb3, φb4 , φw1q1 ,

φw2q2 , φw3q3 , φb1q1, φw4q4, φb2q2, φb3q3, φb4q4, φw1b1q1,

φw2b2q2 , φw3b3q3, φw4b4q4}
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contains non-redundant atoms, each in both FS and F ′
S for some solution S. Particularly

interesting are φw1b1q1, φw2b2q2 , φw3b3q3, φw4b4q4 that are non-redundant atoms of the freest solution

model of every solution and represent the structure of the grid: these atoms say that at each

position p we have either the white or the black pixel and the corresponding qp constant.

What about the 24 atoms of FC′(R+
2 ) that are external to F ′

s

FC′(R+
2 )− F ′

s = {φvw1w2b2q1g2h1h2
, φvw2w3b2q3g2h2h3

, φvw2b2b4q4g2g4h2
, φvw2w4b2q4g2h2h4

,

φvw1w2b1q2g1h1h2
, φvw2w3b3q2g3h2h3

, φvw2b1b4q2h1h2h4
, φvw2b3b4q2h2h3h4

,

φvw2w4b4q2g4h2h4
, φvw1w3b1q3g1h1h3

, φvw1b1b3q3g1g3h1
, φvw1w4b1q4g1h1h4

,

φvw3b1b3q1g1g3h3
, φvw3b1b2q3h1h2h3

, φvw3b1b4q3h1h3h4
, φvw4b1b2q4h1h2h4

,

φvw1w3b3q1g3h1h3
, φvw3w4b3q4g3h3h4

, φvw1b3b4q1h1h3h4
, φvw1b2b3q1h1h2h3

,

φvw4b2b3q4h2h3h4
, φvw1w4b4q1g4h1h4

, φvw4b2b4q2g2g4h4
, φvw3w4b4q3g4h3h4

}

Their restrictions to Q are:

FC′(R+
2 )− F ′

s

|Q
−→ {φw1w2b2q1, φw2w3b2q3, φw2b2b4q4,

φw2w4b2q4, φw1w2b1q2, φw2w3b3q2, φw2b1b4q2, φw2b3b4q2,

φw2w4b4q2, φw1w3b1q3, φw1b1b3q3, φw1w4b1q4, φw3b1b3q1,

φw3b1b2q3 , φw3b1b4q3, φw4b1b2q4 , φw1w3b3q1 , φw3w4b3q4 ,

φw1b3b4q1, φw1b2b3q1 , φw4b2b3q4, φw1w4b4q1, φw4b2b4q2 , φw3w4b4q3}

Atom φw1w2b2q1 is not compatible with the scope sentence Ξ as it implies that neither w2 nor b2

can be equal to q2. 16 of these atoms follow this pattern. The restrictions to Q of the other 8

atoms are:

φw2b1b4q2, φw2b3b4q2 , φw3b1b2q3, φw3b1b4q3, φw4b1b2q4, φw1b3b4q1, φw1b2b3q1, φw4b2b3q4

Each of these atoms belong to one of the models of grids with no vertical black bars. They, each,

set the minimal requirement of having at least three white pixels. The 8 atoms of FC′(R+
2 )−F ′

s

from which they come are:

φvw2b1b4q2h1h2h4
, φvw2b3b4q2h2h3h4

, φvw3b1b2q3h1h2h3
, φvw3b1b4q3h1h3h4

,

φvw4b1b2q4h1h2h4
, φvw1b3b4q1h1h3h4

, φvw1b2b3q1h1h2h3
, φvw4b2b3q4h2h3h4

These atoms are never atoms of a solution. To get rid of them either we make the second

embedding strongly complete or we discard them based on their incompatibility with R−
2 and

the scope sentence.
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In conclusion: the embedding 1 is strongly complete while the embedding 2 is not, unless

we add 18 extra duples to the embedding. Assume we are not making embedding 2 strongly

complete. We can discover solutions by inspecting the atoms of the embedding 1 that, when

restricted to Q, are not atoms of the embedding 2. In the other direction we can also discover

solutions by inspecting the atoms of the embedding 2 that are not atoms of the embedding

1 when restricted to Q, however, in this direction, some of these atoms may mislead us into

forming bad solutions. These solutions can only be ruled out by checking R−
2 and the scope

sentence.

5 The N-Queen Completion Problem

This problem consists of locating M queens on a chessboard of size M in such way that no two

queens can attack each other. That is, they all occupy different columns, rows and diagonals.

For an M × M board we choose a set of M × M constants Qij to represent a queen in

position (i, j) and a set of M ×M constants Eij for the empty squares. An additional constant

B can be used to represent the board and to determine if the board has an empty square or a

queen we can use the order relation < of the semilattice. The following sentences provide an

interpretation for this problem:

α = ”∀i∀j((Qij ≤ B) ∨ (Eij ≤ B))”

β = ”∀i∀j(Qij ⊙ Eij 6≤ B)”

γ = ”∀i∃j(Qij ≤ B) ∧ ∀j∃i(Qij ≤ B)”

ǫ = ”∀i∀j ((Qij ∈ I) ⇒ (Qij ≤ B))”

π = ”∀i∀j∀r∀s (((Qij , Qrs) ∈ A) ⇒ (Qij ⊙Qrs 6≤ B))”

where A is the set of pairs of mutually attacking queens, and I is the set of n fixed queens at

the beginning of the game.

The interpretation constants are Q = {Qij, Eij , B} and the interpretation sentence is:

ϕ = α ∧ β ∧ γ ∧ ǫ ∧ π.

The scope sentence is:

Ξ = α.

Any semilattice model over the constants Q that satisfy ϕ is a solution of the game. We can

determine the position of the queens in the board by using:

Qij ≤ B ⇔ the board has a queen at position (i, j)
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The separator set is:

Γ = {(Qij ≤ B) : 0 ≤ i < M, 0 ≤ j < M} ∪ {(Eij ≤ B) : 0 ≤ i < M, 0 ≤ j < M}

We are going to build a couple of embeddings with the interpretation (Q,ϕ,Γ)

First embedding: Consider the set C = {Qij , Eij, B, Ri, Cj, gij, hij} of 4M2 + 2M + 1

embedding constants. β can directly be made part of R− as it is a conjunction of M2 negated

atomic sentences. Same consideration applies to π that is a conjunction of fewer than 4(M −

1)M2 negative atomic sentences.

The encoding of γ can be carried out with the set RC of M2 atomic sentences:

Ri ⊙ Cj ≤ Qij,

the set NRC of 2M negated atomic sentences:

Rx 6< (⊙i,jEij)⊙ (⊙i,j:i 6=xQij),

Cy 6< (⊙i,jEij)⊙ (⊙i,j:j 6=yQij),

and the additional sentence:

δ = ”⊙x Rx ⊙y Cy ≤ B”.

ǫ can be encoded in a straightforward manner as n atomic sentences of the form (Qij ≤ B),

one for each of the fixed queens, forming a block IB of n positive atomic sentences that can be

added to R+.

Based on our separator set Γ, we can use a set GH of 2M2 atomic sentences to make sure

the embedding is explicit:

gij ⊙Qij ≤ B ⊙ gij ,

hij ⊙Eij ≤ B ⊙ hij ,

These sentences can also be seen as a mechanism to embed α.

Finally, we get the embedding set:

R+ = GH ∪RC ∪ IB ∪ {δ}

R− = {β, π} ∪NRC

that has 3M2 +n+1 atomic sentences in R+ and fewer than M2 +4(M − 1)M2 +2M negated

atomic sentences in R−.

The embedding given by R = R+ ∪ R− has various models, including models for all the

full boards and also models that are not full boards. There are models of R that represent a
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board with the first initial N queens set and no more queens. R also has models that do not

even have empty or queen values set for all the board positions. However, there are models of

R for any solution of the problem. It is clear than any non-attacking configuration of queens

satisfies R, including all the solutions with M queens.

For a game with no fixed queens, the freest model FC(R
+) contains 2M2 + 1 atoms with

one constant in its upper constant segment: either B, or any of the M2 constants gij or any

of the M2 constants hij . Also 4M2 atoms with two constants in their upper constant segment,

with the form {Qij , gij}, {Eij , hij}, {Qij, B}, {Eij, B}. Also 2M atoms with M + 2 constants

in their upper constant segment, each corresponding to a row or a column and containing the

queens in the row or column, the corresponding Cx or Ry and the constant B. A total of

6M2 + 2M + 1 non-redundant atoms:

FC(R
+) FS

Size # Size #

1 2M2 + 1 1 2M2 + 1

2 4M2 2 3M2

M+2 2M M+2 2M

The embedding is strongly complete, i.e:

F = ∪sFs = FC(R
+)

except for games for which every solution has the same queen or empty space. For example,

in dimension M = 5 with no fixed queens the embedding is strongly complete as every square

can be empty or occupied in some solution. In dimension M = 4 with no fixed queens the

embedding is not strongly complete as there are 8 empty squares present in the two solutions

of the 4x4 puzzle (we have F ⊏ FC(R
+) in this case). Enforcing the presence of these 8 empty

squares in the board makes the embedding strongly complete.

The embedding is concise, which can be verified by checking that every solution satisfies

F
|Q
S = FC(S)

|Q, a model with M2 + 1 atoms of length 1 and M2 atoms of length 2. The

embedding is also tight and explicit, as expected.

Second embedding: A better embedding for this problem relies on encoding π using a set

of positive sentences instead of a set of negative sentences. We can simply use the fact that

the presence of a queen in the board implies the presence of empty squares in all its attacking

positions, and also the fact that a row or column with all empty positions except one implies

a queen in the remaining position.

The embedding constants are again C = {Qij , Eij, B, Ri, Cj, gij, hij}, the same constants
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we used in the first embedding. To embed π we now use the set EQB of M2 positive duples:

⊙rs{Ers : (Qrs, Qij) ∈ A} ≤ Qij ⊙B

and the set QEB with 2M2 positive duples:

Qij ≤ ⊙s{Eis : s 6= j} ⊙B

Qij ≤ ⊙r{Erj : r 6= i} ⊙ B.

In total, 3M2 positive atomic sentences. Notice that π is a conjunction of a much larger set of

sentences, in the order of 4(M − 1)M2 negative atomic sentences, that we no longer need to

include in R−. The embedding set is then:

R+ = GH ∪ RC ∪ IB ∪ EQB ∪QEB ∪ {δ}

R− = {β} ∪NRC

with 6M2 + n+ 1 atomic sentences in R+ and M2 + 2M negated atomic sentences in R−.

For a game with no fixed queens, the freest model F = ∪sFs has 2M
2 + 1 atoms with one

constant in their upper constant segment: either B, or any of the M2 constants gij or any of

the M2 constants hij . Also 2M2 atoms with two constants in their upper constant segment, of

the form {Qij , B} or {Eij, B}. Also 2M atoms with M + 2 constants in their upper constant

segment, each corresponding to a row or a column and containing the queens in the row or

column, the corresponding Cx or Ry and the constant B. FC(R
+) also contains as many atoms

of size 2M2 as solutions the game has, each atom with an upper constant segment that contains

the inverse image of the full board of the solution, with the role of queens and empty spaces

interchanged, each Qij and Eij constant accompanied by its corresponding gij or hij .

F FS

Size # Size #

1 2M2 + 1 1 2M2 + 1

2 2M2 2 2M2

M+2 2M M+2 2M

2M2 #Solutions 2M2 1

The total number of non-redundant atoms in F = ∪sFs is:

1 + 2M + 4M2 +#Solutions.

In dimension M = 5, for example, the number of atoms in F is 121 and there are 10 atoms

of size 50 corresponding, each, to one of the 10 solutions of the game.
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Each freest solution model FS is spawned by the non-redundant atoms of FC(R
+) with

upper constant segment of size smaller than 2M2 and the atom of size 2M2 that corresponds to

the solution S so, in dimension 5, the freest solution models have each 112 non-redundant atoms.

In general, for every problem size M the freest solution models contain exactly 2 + 2M + 4M2

atoms.

The model FC(R
+) has the non-redundant atoms of F and, in addition, many residual

atoms of larger size than 2M2. In dimensions 4 and 5 we have the spectra in the table below.

FC(R
+) M=4 FC(R

+) M =5

Size # Size #

1 33 1 51

2 32 2 50

6 8 7 10

32 2 (#Solutions) 50 10 (#Solutions)

44 4 62 8

48 89 64 8

50 744 66 100

52 88 68 432

70 2020

72 38548

74 33252

76 942

The presence of residual atoms implies the embedding is not complete, which is the case

in every dimension. However, an inspection of such residual atoms permits finding additional

atomic sentences that, together with R+, make the embedding strongly complete.

For example, in dimension M = 4 with no fixed queens, enforcing the presence of the 8

squares that are empty in both solutions make the embedding strongly complete by eliminating

all the atoms of size larger than 32, obtaining then F = FC(R
+) where now R+ contains the

extra atomic sentence:

E11 ⊙ E14 ⊙E22 ⊙ E23 ⊙ E32 ⊙E33 ⊙ E41 ⊙ E44 ≤ B.

In dimension M = 5 with no fixed queens there are no queens or empty squares present in

every solution. However, there is a set of positive atomic sentences of the form:

Eab ≤ Qcd ⊙B

Eef ≤ Eij ⊙Ekl ⊙ B
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Emn ≤ Qpq ⊙ Ers ⊙ B

that, once added to the set R+, make the embedding strongly complete, i.e equal to the model

F in the table above.

The reader may wonder why the first embedding is complete in dimension 5 while the

second embedding is not. In the second embedding every one of these extra atomic sentences

that make the embedding strongly y complete is true in F and in every freest solution model.

In the first embedding every one of these extra atomic sentences is false in F and is false in at

least one of the freest solution models. Observe that in the first embedding, for a solution S

that does not have the queen Qcl in the board weather or not Qcd ⊙ B implies Eab is a choice

that can be made, so the freest solution model should satisfy FS |= (Eab 6≤ Qcd ⊙ B). This is

not the case in the second embedding for which the positive atomic sentences used to enforce

π imply FS |= (Eab ≤ Qcd ⊙ B).

For a similar reason this second embedding is not concise either. Sentences in blocks

EQB and QEB imply sentences in the interpretation constants Q that are not implied by the

interpretation sentences ϕs. For example, the sentence ⊙rs{Ers : (Qrs, Qij) ∈ A} ≤ Qij ⊙ B is

true in every solution and implied by ϕs as long as Qij is a queen in the board in said solution.

However, if Qij is not a queen in the board of the solution then this sentence is not implied

by the chosen interpretation and, hence, the embedding is not concise. As a result, for every

solution S, the freest solution model F
|Q
2S given by this embedding is not equal to the freest

solution model F
|Q
1S of the first embedding (which is concise). However, it is true that F

|Q
1S is

strictly freer than F
|Q
2S and, then, every atom of F

|Q
2S is an atom in F

|Q
1S . Weather or not an

embedding is concise depends on the interpretation sentence chosen.

By calculating the freest model FC(R
+) we could find all the solutions with or without

fixed queens on any dimension by just looking at the atoms of size 2M2. The number of

calculations that are necessary in a classical computer to calculate the atomization using full

crossing is, unfortunately, quite large; even in low dimension billions of atoms appear during

the calculation of FC(R
+), a calculation that may take many hours to compute. However using

a sparse version of the full crossing operation (see [4]) the calculation can be carried out under

a second. If we increase the dimension a little bit the number of atoms that appear during

the calculation with full crossing reaches astronomical numbers. However, solutions can still

be found very fast using sparse crossing, so this embedding can be used in practice to find

solutions of the N-Queen completion problem.

Third embedding: the second embedding is tight and explicit and we also know how to

make it strictly complete and, therefore, also complete. However, unlike the first embedding,

the second embedding is not concise. We can easily make our second embedding concise with

the help of one additional embedding constant U .
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As we mentioned above, our second embedding is not concise because a solution that does

not have Qij in the board does not imply ⊙rs{Ers : (Qrs, Qij) ∈ A} ≤ Qij ⊙ B and we are

enforcing this sentence as part of the encoding of π with the block EQB of positive sentences.

We can address this issue by replacing EQB with the sentences EQBU:

⊙rs{Ers : (Qrs, Qij) ∈ A} ≤ Qij ⊙B ⊙ U

and by replacing the set QEB with the set QEBU:

Qij ≤ ⊙s{Eis : s 6= j} ⊙ B ⊙ U

Qij ≤ ⊙r{Erj : r 6= i} ⊙B ⊙ U.

Since U is not an interpretation constant these sentences do not have consequences in the space

spawned by the interpretations constants, and now we have a concise embedding F
|Q
S = FC(S)

|Q.

To find solutions using this embedding we have to be careful to replace the negative atomic

sentence β = ∀i∀j(Qij ⊙Eij 6≤ B) with the set βU of M2 negative atomic sentences defined as:

Qij ⊙Eij 6≤ B ⊙ U.

The third embedding set is then:

R+ = GH ∪RC ∪ IB ∪ EQBU ∪QEBU ∪ {δ}

R− = βU ∪NRC,

that finds solutions to the problem as well as the second embedding.

With no queens set in the board at the beginning of the game, the atomizations of FC(R
+)

for the third and second embeddings differ only in a set of one atom of size 1 and 2M2 atoms of

size 3 present in the atomization of the third embedding and absent in the second embedding.

The atom of size 1 has the constant U in its upper constant segment and the atoms of size 3

have, each, the constant U and either one constant Qi,j and its corresponding context constant

gi,j or one constant Ei,j and its corresponding hi,j . All the other atoms are the same.

The atomizations for the freest solution models FS corresponding to the second and third

embeddings differ in the same atom of size 1 with U in its upper constant segment and M2

atoms of size 3 with constant U and either Qi,j and its corresponding context constant gi,j if

Ei,j is present in the solution S or Ei,j and its corresponding hi,j if Qi,j is present in S.

For the atomization of F = ∪SFS we again see in the third embedding an extra atom of

size 1 and the 2M2 atoms of size 3 that FC(R
+) had, except on dimension M = 4 that we only

get 24 = 2M2 − 8 atoms with 8 atoms missing corresponding with the 8 empty cells present in

both solutions of the game.
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F FS

Size # Size #

1 2M2 + 2 1 2M2 + 2

2 2M2 2 2M2

3 24 if M = 4, 2M2 otherwise 3 M2

M + 2 2M M+2 2M

2M2 #Solutions 2M2 1

So far we have seen that the atomization of the model FC(R
+) for the second embedding

and the atomization of FC(R
+) for the third embedding are quite similar to each other while

the atomization of the first embedding is very different than the other two. However, the

atomizations of the restricted model FC(R
+)|Q for the first and third embeddings are identical

while the atomization of this model for the second embedding is different. The same occurs for

the atomization of F
|Q
S or F |Q. This is indeed expected from the fact that the first and third

embeddings are both concise and from theorems 9, 10 and 15.

The freest solution models restricted to the embedding constants F
|Q
S are equal for the first

and third embeddings and have the following spectra of atom sizes:

F
|Q
S EMB 1 EMB 2 EMB 3

Size # Size # Size #

1 M2 + 1 1 1 1 M2 + 1

2 M2 2 2M2 2 M2

M2 1

For the first and third embeddings, the model FC(R
+)|Q is equal to the freest model over

the embedding constants FQ(∅) that has M2 + 1 atoms of size 1. However, for the second

embedding the model FC(R
+)|Q has many atoms, 960 for M = 4 and many more for higher

dimensions. This atomization is actually very similar to that of FC(R
+) but with smaller atom

sizes and a single atom of size 1.

Finally, model F |Q is also equal for embeddings 1 and 3, and for M > 4, again equal to

FQ(∅). For embedding 2 model F |Q has one atom of size 1, M2 atoms of size 2 and as many

atoms of size 2M2 as solutions.

Since FC(R
+)|Q = F |Q we can use theorem 14 to state that the third embedding, just like

the first, is complete. However, while the first embedding is also strictly complete for M > 4

the third embedding is not as implied by FC(R
+) 6= F . To make the third embedding strictly

complete we will have to add the same additional sentences than in embedding 2 with the

difference that, now, the extra constant U appears in the right hand side.
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6 Sudoku

For the Sudoku it is possible to use an embedding strategy very similar to that used to embed

the N-Queens Completion problem. For the classical Sudoku game in a 9×9 grid with 81 cells,

we can define 9 constants Nnij for each of the 9 possible numbers written in a cell (i, j), i.e.

729 constants Nnij . We can also define a constant G for the grid and the order relation ≤ can

be used to determine if the grid has a number in a cell. An interpretation can be built with

the following sentences:

α = ”∀i∀j ∨n (Nnij ≤ G)”

β = ”∀n∀m(m 6= n)∀i∀j(Nnij ⊙Nmij 6≤ G)”

γ = ”∀n∀i∃j(Nnij ≤ G) ∧ ∀n∀j∃i(Nnij ≤ G) ∧ ∀n∀z∃i∃j((i, j) ∈ cells(z))(Nnij ≤ G)”

ǫ = ”∀n∀i∀j ((Nnij ∈ I) ⇒ (Nnij ≤ G))”

π = ”∀n∀i∀j∀r∀s (((Nnij , Nnrs) ∈ A) ⇒ (Nnij ⊙Nnrs 6≤ G))”

where z is an index for the nine 3×3 subgrids of the sudoku, cells(z) is the set of square cells in

the subgrid z, A is the set of pairs of constants representing incompatible choices, i.e. repeated

numbers in the same column, row or subgrid. Finally, I is the set of constants representing

fixed numbers in the sudoku grid at the beginning of the game.

The interpretation constants are Q = {Nnij, G}, the interpretation sentence is:

ϕ = α ∧ β ∧ γ ∧ ǫ ∧ π,

and the scope sentence is:

Ξ = α.

We can determine the position of the numbers in the grid by using:

Nnij ≤ G ⇔ the sudoku has a number n at position (i, j)

The separator set is:

Γ = {(Nnij ≤ G) : 1 ≤ n ≤ 9, 1 ≤ i ≤ 9, 1 ≤ j ≤ 9}.

Embedding: We have interpretation constants Q = {Nnij, G}. Consider the embedding

constants C = {Nnij, G,Wnij, Rni, Cnj, Znz, gnij} where Wnij plays the role of a negation of the

Nnij in a similar way that Eij represents the negation of Qij in the Queens Completion problem.

The set of constants Rni represent the presence of a number n in a row i, Cnj represent the

presence of a number n in the column j and Znz represent the presence of a number n in the

subgrid z; these three sets have 92 constants each. Finally the set of 93 context constants gnij
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are used to make the embedding explicit. In total we need |C| = 3 × 93 + 3 × 92 + 1 = 2431

constants.

We start by encoding the meaning of Wnij. We can use the set WN of 2 × 93 atomic

sentences:

⊙m:m6=nWmij ≤ Nnij ⊙G

Nnij ≤ ⊙m:m6=nWmij ⊙G.

Now it is possible to encode β with the set NWG of 93 negative atomic sentences:

Nnij ⊙Wnij 6≤ G,

instead of directly using the 8× 93 negative atomic sentences of β.

The encoding of γ can be carried out with the set RCZ of 93 atomic sentences:

Rni ⊙ Cnj ⊙ Znz(i,j) ≤ Nnij,

where z(i, j) is a function that maps a position (i, j) of the grid to its subgrid index with

1 ≤ z ≤ 9. We also use the set NRCZ of 3× 92 negated atomic sentences:

Rmx 6< ⊙nij:(n,i)6=(m,x)Nnij,

Cmy 6< ⊙nij:(n,j)6=(m,y)Nnij ,

Zmk 6< ⊙nij:(n,z(i,j))6=(m,k)Nnij,

and the atomic sentence:

δ = ”⊙nx Rnx ⊙ny Cny ⊙nz Znz ≤ G”

that sets the goal of the game.

ǫ is encoded as |I| atomic sentences, the block IG, of the form (Nnij ≤ G), one for each of

the numbers provided as hints and fixed in the sudoku grid.

To encode π we use the block WNG of 4× 93 atomic sentences:

⊙rs{Wnrs : (Nnrs, Nnij) ∈ A} ≤ Nnij ⊙G

Nnij ≤ ⊙s{Wnis : s 6= j} ⊙G

Nnij ≤ ⊙r{Wnrj : r 6= i} ⊙G

Nnij ≤ ⊙rs{Wnrs : z(rs) = z(ik) ∧ (r, s) 6= (i, j)} ⊙G,

and also the set WG of 92 negative atomic sentences:

⊙nWnij 6≤ G.
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Finally we use the set NGG of 93 atomic sentences:

Nnij ≤ G⊙ gnij

to make the embedding explicit.

The embedding set is:

R+ = WN ∪RZC ∪ IG ∪WNG ∪NGG ∪ {δ}

R− = NWG ∪NRCZ ∪WG

The embedding is tight and explicit but not concise.

The calculation of the complete atomization using full crossing is computationally heavy.

To get some insight we can reduce the dimension of the sudoku grid to 4 × 4 with 4 subgrids.

For a sudoku with no numbers set at the beginning of the game we can assign numbers 1, 2, 3, 4

to one of the subgrids and still find every solution up to a permutation of the numbers. We

obtain the following atomization:

FC(R
+)

Size #

1 65

2 128

6 48

112 12 (#Solutions)

143 32

144 16

149 48

150 48

151 16

Albeit computationally expensive full crossing could be used to calculate FC(R
+) and,

hence, find every solution for Sudoku problem. Fortunately, if we use an sparse version of full

crossing, the sparse crossing algorithm of [4], this embedding works very well in practice and

can be used to resolve sudokus. Even more, if no numbers are set in the grid sparse crossing is

capable of generating complete sudoku grids with this embedding.

The freest solution models FS have every atom of FC(R
+) with size smaller than 112, one

atom of size 112 corresponding to the solution S and no more atoms, i.e. 242 atoms in total.

F = ∪sFs has 253 atoms corresponding with every atom of FC(R
+) smaller or equal to 112,

which means the embedding is not strongly complete. Each atom of size 112 can be mapped to
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one of the 12 solutions of the game, up to permutations, as we have fixed the numbers in one

of the subgrids. The embedding can be made strongly complete by adding a set of 80 positive

atomic sentences with the form:

Wab ≤ Ncd ⊙Wef ⊙G

Wij ≤ Wkl ⊙Wmn ⊙G

which, once added to the embedding, have the sole effect of removing every atom of size larger

than 112 from the atomization. This set of sentences may not be unique; other sets of sentences

may also work to make the embedding strictly complete. The 80 atomic sentences encode rules

of the game that can be used to resolve the sudoku and can be derived from the atoms of size

larger than 112. The sparse crossing algorithm [4] uses these larger atoms as well as redundant

atoms to (via pinning terms, see [4]) discover the solutions of the game.

7 Hamiltonian Path

We consider here the problem of undirected Hamiltonian paths and build embeddings for this

problem that can be easily extended to Hamiltonian cycles or directed Hamiltonian paths.

Given a graph of N vertices {v1, v2, ..., vN} and E edges {e1, e2, ..., eE} we want to find a path

P that passes through every vertex without repeating any.

We start by defining constants e1, e2, ..., eE for the edges and a constant P for the path, so

a solution that satisfies ei ≤ P is interpreted as a path that passes through edge ei.

Consider the interpretation sentence:

ϕ = “∃ v1, v2, ..., vN ∃ e1, e2, ..., eN−1 α ∧ β”

with

α = “∀k((vk, vk+1 ∈ V (ek)) ∧ ∀j(j 6= k ⇒ vk 6= vj))”

β = “∀j((ej ≤ P ) ⇔ ∃k(ej = ek))”

where vi and ek are variables bounded to vertexes and edges respectively and V (e) is the

set with the two vertexes of edge e. Super-indexes enumerate positions along the path while

sub-indexes identify the different edges and vertexes.

The interpretation constants are Q = {Ej , P} and we can chose the scope sentence to be:

Ξ = “ ∧N
i ∨j{ej ≤ P : vi ∈ V (ej)}”

that satisfies ϕ ⇒ Ξ. The separator set for this scope sentence is:

Γ = {(ej ≤ P ) : 1 ≤ j ≤ E}.
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First embedding (almost): We are going to build first an embedding for a different but

closely related problem, the problem of finding a path, perhaps disconnected, that joins the N

vertexes of the graph.

For the disconnected path problem we can use the same interpretation constants, scope

sentence and separator set than we just defined for the Hamiltonian path but, with the help of:

γ = “∀i, j, k((i 6= j 6= k 6= i) ∧ (ei, ej, ek ≤ P )) ⇒6 ∃v(v ∈ V (ei) ∩ V (ej) ∩ V (ek))”

we define the new interpretation sentence:

ϕ = γ ∧ Ξ.

To build an embedding for this problem we define constants v1, v2, ..., vN for the vertexes.

With these constants we can describe the graph with a block VVE of E positive atomic sen-

tences:

vL(k) ⊙ vR(k) ≤ ek ⊙ U

where vL(k) and vR(k) are the two vertexes of edge ek and U is an auxiliary constant used to

make the embedding concise. We complement the description of the graph with the block

VEVU of V negative atomic sentences:

vi 6≤ ⊙k{ek : vi 6∈ V (ek)} ⊙j {vj : j 6= i} ⊙ U.

Let E(i) be the set of edges that have vertex vi in one of their ends. For each vertex vi, consider

the mi = |E(i)|(|E(i)| − 1)(|E(i)| − 2)/3! sets of three edges connected to vi. To describe a

path we can define a block B3E of
∑

i mi positive sentences:

x ≤ ea ⊙ eb ⊙ ec

where ea, eb, ec are three different edges connected to the same vertex and x is an extra constant.

To state the problem we use:

δ = “⊙V
i vi ≤ P ⊙ U”

that specifies the path passes through all the vertexes and

ǫ = “x 6≤ P ⊙ U”

to make sure the path does not cross a vertex more than once.

To make the embedding explicit (and also tight) we use the block G of E positive atomic

sentences:

ek ≤ P ⊙ gk

where g1, g2, ..., gE are E context constants.
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We have used the interpretation constants Q = {Ej, P} and the embedding constants

C = {Ej , P, vi, gj, x, U}, with a total of 2E +N + 3 embedding constants. The embedding set

is:

R+ = V V E ∪B3E ∪G ∪ {δ}

R− = V EV U ∪ {ǫ}.

In total, 1 + 2E +
∑

imi positive atomic sentences and N + 1 negative atomic sentences.

We have chosen to encode the fact that a path does not cross itself by using the set B3E

of positive atomic sentences plus the negative atomic sentence ǫ. Instead, we could get rid of

constant x and directly use
∑

i mi negative sentences:

ea ⊙ eb ⊙ ec 6≤ P ⊙ U.

However, that is a worse option for this embedding. If we use the block B3E of positive atomic

sentences we can find solution models with at most |R−| = V + 1 atoms, while an embedding

using negative sentences could require as many as 1 + V +
∑

imi atoms. It is clear that if

we use negative sentences the embedding has the geometry of the graph encoded in the atoms

but not the path. If we use positive sentences the atoms encode both, the requirements of a

well-defined path and the geometry of the graph.

Since the embedding is tight we will be able to find a freest solution model for the suitable

path (or paths) atomized with non redundant atoms of FC(R
+). In addition, since the scope

sentence Ξ is a conjunction of disjunctions, theorem 24 tells us that for each solution path there

is an irreducible model for the solution atomized with non-redundant atoms of FC(R
+).

Second embedding (almost): We can extend our first embedding to get a bit closer to the

Hamiltonian path. The ingredient missing in the previous embedding is the continuity of the

path. Since we have a graph with a fixed number of vertexes N , we can use first order logic to

express continuity without problems as we did in the sentence α (such a thing is not possible

if N not specified).

To express continuity we are going to use N additional constants {w1, w2, ..., wN} for the

sequence of N vertexes along the path and N − 1 additional constants {p1, p2, ..., pN−1} for the

edges along the path.

Define the block WWp of N − 1 positive atomic sentences:

wi ⊙ wi+1 ≤ pi ⊙ U,

and the block WpV of N negative atomic sentences:

wi 6≤ ⊙k{pk : i 6= k ∧ i 6= k − 1} ⊙j {vj : j 6= i} ⊙ U.
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We should also add:

P = ⊙N−1
i pi,

that form a block Pp with two positive atomic sentences, and:

⊙N
i vi = ⊙N

i wi

that also form a block VW of two positive atomic sentences.

The interpretation constants are the same as before and the embedding constants are

now C = {Ej , P, pi, wi, vi, gj, x, U}, with a total of 2E + 3N + 2 embedding constants. The

embedding set is:

R+ = V V E ∪ B3E ∪G ∪ {δ} ∪WWp ∪ Pp ∪ VW

R− = V EV U ∪ {ǫ} ∪WpV.

In total, 4 +N + 2E +
∑

i mi positive atomic sentences and 2N +1 negative atomic sentences.

This embedding is closer to an embedding for a Hamiltonian path but it is still an embed-

ding for a potentially disconnected path that passes through the N vertexes.

Third embedding: what fails in the second embedding is that there is no guarantee that

constants wi are mapped to vertexes neither constants pj necessarily map to edges. To build

an actual embedding for a Hamiltonian path we have to ensure such mapping which, as far as

we know, can only be done by modifying the interpretation.

Instead of using ei ≤ P to indicate that edge ei is in the path, we can use ek = pl to assign

edge ek not only to the path but also to a specific position pl along the path. In addition, if

we want to make sure the sentences WWp, Pp, VW and WpV do indeed enforce a continuous

path, also vertexes should each be assigned to a specific position in the path: vi = wj

The new interpretation requires the interpretation constants:

Q = {vi, wj, ek, pl}

The scope sentence can be chosen to be:

Ξ = “(∧N
i ∨N

j (vi = wj)) ∧ (∧N−1
l ∨E

k (ek = pl))”,

that lead to a separator set:

Γ =







(vj ≤ wi), (wj ≤ vi) : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N

(ek ≤ pl), (pl ≤ ek) : 1 ≤ l ≤ N − 1 1 ≤ k ≤ E

The interpretation sentence has to be modified accordingly by replacing β with:

β ′ = “∀l∃k((el = pk) ⇔ (el = ek)) ∧ ∀j∃i((vj = wi) ⇔ (vj = vi))”
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in the interpretation sentence ϕ = “∃ v1, v2, ..., vN ∃ e1, e2, ..., eN−1 α ∧ β ′ ”.

With this change of interpretation it is possible to use the same atomic sentences of the

second embedding. However, the block G introduced to make the first and second embeddings

explicit should be replaced by a new set of sentences according to the change in the separator

set. The following 2N2 + 2E(N − 1) atomic sentences:

el ≤ pk ⊙ ulk0

pk ≤ el ⊙ ulk1

vi ≤ wj ⊙ zij0

wj ≤ vi ⊙ zij1

where the u′s and z′s are two families of context constants, make the embedding explicit. It

is possible (and convenient) to use theorem 25 to reduce the number of context constants to

2E(N − 1). Consider the block H with 12×E(N − 1) atomic sentences:

hlk0 ⊙ el = pk ⊙ hlk0

hlk0 ⊙ vL(el) = wk ⊙ hlk0

hlk0 ⊙ vR(el) = wk+1 ⊙ hlk0

hlk1 ⊙ el = pk ⊙ hlk1

hlk1 ⊙ vR(el) = wk ⊙ hlk1

hlk1 ⊙ vL(el) = wk+1 ⊙ hlk1.

Each context constant is reused here 6 times and each edge el is associated to a position pk

twice, corresponding with the two ways a path can traverse through an edge. Finally the

embedding for the Hamiltonian path uses embedding constants:

C = {Ej , P, pi, wi, vi, hj, x, U},

with a total of E +N2 + 2N + 2 embedding constants and the embedding set is:

R+ = V V E ∪ B3E ∪H ∪ {δ} ∪WWp ∪ Pp ∪ VW

R− = V EV U ∪ {ǫ} ∪WpV.

The embedding has 4+N +E +
∑

i mi +12×E(N − 1) positive atomic sentences and 2N +1

negative atomic sentences.
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8 Prerequisites

Theorem 1. Let M be an atomized semilattice model over a set of constants C and let Q be

a subset of C. Let the restriction of M to Q, written M |Q be the subalgebra of M spawned by

the terms and constants over Q. Then M |Q is the model spawned by the restriction to Q of the

atoms of M . The restriction of the atoms of a model to a subset of its constants produces the

same model for every atomization.

Proof. See theorem 22 of Finite Atomized Semilattices for a proof.

Theorem 2. Let M be an atomized semilattice model over C and let Q ⊂ C. For each non-

redundant atom α of M |Q there is at least one non-redundant atom of M that restricted to Q

is equal to α.

Proof. See theorem 23 of Finite Atomized Semilattices for a proof.

Theorem 3. Let M and N be two semilattice models over the constants CM and CN respec-

tively, such CM ∩ CN = ∅ and M = [A] and N = [B] where A and B are sets of atoms. The

model M ⊕N is atomized by A ∪ B, i.e. M ⊕N ≈ M +N .

Proof. See theorem 30 of Finite Atomized Semilattices for a proof.

We are also going to use the following result:

Theorem 4. Let R+ be a set of positive duples and R− a set of negative duples.

i) If R+ ∪ R− ⇒ r+ for some duple r then, either R+ ∪ R− ∪ {r+} has no model or R+ alone

implies r+, i.e. R+ ⇒ r+.

ii) If R+ ∪ R− ⇒ s− for some duple s then there is at least one duple t ∈ R− such that

R+ ∪ {t−} ⇒ s−.

Proof. Assume R+ ∪ R− ∪ {r+} is consistent. There is a model M |= R+ ∪ R− ∪ {r+}. Now

assume R+ 6⇒ r+, then there is a model N |= R+ ∪ {r−}. Without loss of generality we can

assume M and N are atomized. Let the model M + N be the model spawn by the union

of the atoms of M and the atoms of N . Model M + N satisfy all the negative duples of M

and N , i.e. M + N |= Th−
0 (M) ∪ Th−

0 (N) and M + N |= Th+
0 (M) ∩ Th+

0 (N). It follows

M +N |= R+ ∪ R− ∪ {r−} contradicting R+ ∪ R− ⇒ r+. This proves (i).

To prove (ii) assume that for every duple t ∈ R−, R+ ∪ {t−} 6⇒ s−. This means that there

are models Nt satisfying ∀t(t ∈ R−)∃Nt(Nt |= R+ ∪ {t−} ∪ {s+}). Consider the model Q
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spawn by the atoms of all the models Nt. We have Q |= R+ ∪ {R−} ∪ {s+} contradicting

R+ ∪ R− ⇒ s−.

Theorem 5. Let duples r = (rL, rR) and s = (sL, sR) and a model M such that M |= s−,

i) Th+
0 (M) ∪ {r+} ⇒ s+ if and only if M |= ((rR < sR) ∧ (sL < sR ⊙ rL)), and

ii) Th+
0 (M) ∪ {s−} ⇒ r− if and only if M |= ((rR < sR) ∧ (sL < sR ⊙ rL)).

Proof. Th+
0 (M)∪ {r+} ⇒ s+ means that for any model N such that N |= Th+

0 (M) we should

have N |= (¬r+ ∨ s+), and using ¬r+ = r− and s+ = ¬s− we get N |= (r− ∨ ¬s−) which

proves that statements Th+
0 (M) ∪ {r+} ⇒ s+ and Th+

0 (M) ∪ {s−} ⇒ r− are equivalent,

and then (i) and (ii) are also equivalent. It suffices with proving (i). Right to left, condition

M |= ((rR < sR) ∧ (sL < sR ⊙ rL)) implies that Th+
0 (M) ∪ {r+} ⇒ ((rL < rR < sR) ∧ (sL <

sR ⊙ rL)) ⇒ (sL < sR), and the left side follows. To prove (i) left to right we can use theorem

??. Note first that if M |= r+ then the left side of (i) implies M |= s+ which we have assumed

false. Therefore, we should have M |= r−. A duple s+ implied by the set Th+
0 (M)∪{r+} should

be modeled by F (Th+
0 (M) ∪ {r+}) and therefore either M |= s+, against our assumptions, or

s+ is obtained from the full crossing of r. In the proof of ?? it is shown that if s+ occurs as a

consequence of crossing r then M |= ((rR < sR) ∧ (sL < sR ⊙ rL)).

9 Grounded models

Let K be a subset of the constants K ⊂ C. The atom “φ grounded to K”, written φ
∨K is an

atom that exists only when U c(φ) ⊆ K and then φ
∨K = φ.

The model M grounded to K, written M
∨K , is the model spawned by the grounded atoms

of M and ⊖K or, in other words, the model spawned by the atoms of M with an upper constant

segment that is a subset of K and ⊖K . It turns out that M
∨K is a well defined model, i.e. it

does not depend upon the atomization chosen for M .

The role of ⊖K is to ensure the sixth lemma of finite atomized semilattices is satisfied. In

practice, we need to add ⊖K only if it is not redundant with the grounded-to-K atoms of M .

We say that model M over the constants K is a tight subset model of another model N ,

written M ⊏ N if each non-redundant atom of M is either a non-redundant atom of N or is

equal to ⊖K .
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Theorem 6. Let K ⊂ C and M a model over the constants C.

i) If φ is redundant with M then φ
∨K either does not exist or is redundant with M

∨K .

ii) Each non-redundant atom of M
∨K is a non-redundant atom of M or is equal to ⊖K , i.e.

M
∨K is a tight subset model of M , written M

∨K
⊏ M .

iii) M
∨K is a well-defined model.

iv) M
∨K is as free or less free than M

Proof. When we ground M to a subset of its constants K we do a selection of atoms of M . For

each atom φ ∈ M either φ
∨K does not exist or if it does φ

∨K = φ.

(i) Assume φ is redundant. Then φ = ▽iϕi for some (different) atoms {ϕ1, ..., ϕn} in M . If

φ
∨K exists (i.e. U c(φ) ⊆ K) then since U c(φ) = ∪iU

c(ϕi) we have that each ϕ
∨K
i satisfies

U c(ϕi) ⊆ K and then ϕ
∨K
i exists and is an atom in M

∨K , and then φ
∨K = ▽iϕ

∨K
i . Since

ϕ
∨K
i = ϕi 6= φ = φ

∨K , then φ
∨K is a union of atoms different than φ

∨K and, hence, redundant

with M
∨K .

(ii) Suppose now that φ
∨K 6= ⊖K is a non-redundant atom in M

∨K . This implies that φ
∨K

exists, i.e. U c(φ) ⊆ K, and φ
∨K = φ. From (i) we know that if φ were redundant with M then

φ
∨K would be redundant with M

∨K and it is not. Hence, φ is non redundant in M . Every

non-redundant atom in M
∨K is non-redundant in M or equal to ⊖K , and this is the definition

of a proper subset model.

(iii) We have shown that if φ
∨K exist and φ is redundant with M then φ

∨K is redundant with

M
∨K , therefore M

∨K is defined by the non-redundant atoms of M and is independent of the

atomization of M .

(iv) Since ⊖K discriminates no duple over K, hence, any duple over K discriminated in M
∨K

is discriminated by some grounded atom of M that is also an atom of M . It follows that any

duple over K that is negative in M
∨K is also negative for M .

When is cleaner, we sometimes use [|Q]M as an alternative symbol for the restriction M |Q

and also [∨K]M instead of the grounding M∨K ; for example, in the next theorem [∨K]M

appears in an smaller font at the discriminant:

Theorem 7. Let r a duple over K ⊂ C and M a model over C.

i) dis[∨K]M(r) = [∨K]disM(r).

ii) Grounding and crossing commute: �r[
∨K]M = [∨K]�rM .

Proof. First, observe that, since [∨K]M is an algebra over K, for �r[
∨K]M or dis[∨K]M(r) to

be defined r should be a duple over K.

(i) Let r = (rL, rR). The discriminant of r in [∨K]M is:

dis[∨K]M(r) = {φ : (φ ∈ [∨K]M) ∧ (φ < rL) ∧ (φ 6< rR)} =
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= {φ : (φ ∈ M) ∧ (U c(φ) ⊆ K) ∧ (φ < rL) ∧ (φ 6< rR)} = [∨K]disM(r).

(ii) Using the definition of full crossing:

�r[
∨K]M = ([∨K]M − dis[∨K]M(r)) + dis[∨K]M(r)▽ La

[∨K]M(rR) =

= ([∨K]M − dis[∨K]M(r)) + ([∨K]disM(r))▽ ([∨K]La
M (rR)).

where we have used proposition (i) and taken into account that:

La
[∨K]M(rR) = {φ : (φ ∈ [∨K]M) ∧ (φ < rR)} =

= {φ : (φ ∈ M) ∧ (U c(φ) ⊆ K) ∧ (φ < rR)} = [∨K]La
M(rR).

Now, let’s look into the set:

[∨K]M − dis[∨K]M(r)) = {φ : (φ ∈ [∨K]M) ∧ ((φ 6< rL) ∨ (φ < rR))} =

= {φ : (φ ∈ M) ∧ (U c(φ) ⊆ K) ∧ ((φ 6< rL) ∨ (φ < rR))} = [∨K](M − disM(r)).

Finally, we argue that ([∨K]disM(r)) ▽ ([∨K]La
M(rR)) = [∨K] (disM(r) ▽ La

M(rR)). Suppose

α ∈ disM(r) and β ∈ La
M (rR). If (α ▽ β)

∨K exists then α
∨K and β

∨K should also exist,

which implies ([∨K]disM(r)) ▽ ([∨K]La
M (rR)) ⊇ [∨K] (disM(r) ▽ La

M(rR)) and, conversely,

if α
∨K and β

∨K exist then (α ▽ β)
∨K also exists, hence, ([∨K]disM(r)) ▽ ([∨K]La

M (rR)) ⊆

[∨K] (disM(r)▽ La
M(rR)).

Putting all together

�r[
∨K]M = ([∨K]M − dis[∨K]M(r)) + ([∨K]disM(r))▽ ([∨K]La

M (rR)) =

= [∨K](M − disM(r)) + [∨K] (disM(r)▽ La
M(rR)) = [∨K]�rM,

as we wanted to show.

If we compare the proofs of theorem 7 and of theorem 25 of the paper on Finite Atom-

ized Semilattices, we can see that grounding and restriction are similar. However, while the

hypotheses “r is a duple over Q” is central for the theorem on restriction the equivalent “r is

a duple over K” is required in the proof of 7 only to make �r definable for an algebra over K.
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10 Theorems

We sometimes write S ⊢ η for a sentence η and a set S of sentences as a shorthand for the

conjunction ∧{σ : σ ∈ S} ⊢ η.

Theorem 8. Assume an embedding of a problem P with embedding set R over the constants

C and scope sentence Ξ. Let S be a solution of P . The model FS ≡ FC(R
+ ∪ S) satisfies Ξ

and is a solution model of P . Moreover, FS is the freest model that can be interpreted as the

solution S.

Proof. A valid embedding assumes that for each solution S there should be at least one solution

model MS |= R ∧ ϕS. Let Γ be the separator set obtained from Ξ. There is a sentence ΞS

such that ΞS ⇒ Ξ and R ∧ ϕS ⇔ ΞS ∧ R so the solution S can be unambiguously mapped

to the subset S of sentences of Γ satisfied by ΞS. It follows that MS satisfies R+ ∪ S and

R− ∪ {¬σ : σ ∈ Γ ∩ S}. Since FS is the freest model of R+ ∪ S then FS is freer than MS and,

hence, FS should also model R− ∪ {¬σ : σ ∈ Γ ∩ S}, i.e. FS |= R ∧ ΞS. Using the equivalence

above between R ∧ ΞS and R ∧ ϕS we get to FS |= ϕS and FS |= R ∧ Ξ, so FS is a solution

model for P that can be interpreted as S. Notice that FS is freer than any model of R ∧ ΞS

and then also freer than any model of R ∧ ϕS.

Theorem 9. An embedding of a problem P with interpretation constants Q and a separator

set Γ is concise if and only if the freest solution model restricted to Q is equal to FQ(S) for

each properly defined solution S of P .

Proof. An embedding is concise when for every solution S and for every duple r over the

interpretation constants Q we have R ∧ ϕS ⊢ r+ if and only if ϕS ⊢ r+ where the solution is

properly defined, i.e. described by the sentence ϕS = ∧{π : π ∈ S} ∧ {¬ν : ν ∈ Γ ∩ S}.

We showed in theorem 8 that the freest solution model FS is the freest model of R ∧ ϕS,

therefore, R ∧ ϕS ⊢ r+ if and only if FS |= r+. According to theorem 4 negative sentences do

not have positive consequences so, ϕS ⊢ r+ if and only if ∧{π : π ∈ S} ⊢ r+ which, in turn,

occurs if and only if FC(S) |= r+. Putting both things together: an embedding is concise if

for every r over the interpretation constants Q we have FS ≡ FC(R
+ ∪ S) |= r+ if and only if

FC(S) |= r+. Since any model and its restriction to Q agree on the sign of every duple over

Q, in a concise embedding the restriction to Q of FS should be equal to the restriction to Q

of FC(S). Using that all the duples of S are over Q, the restriction FC(S)
|Q is equal to FQ(S)

and we finally get that in a concise embedding F
|Q
S = FQ(S).

Conversely, if F
|Q
S = FQ(S), for any duple r over the interpretation constants Q holds that

FS |= r+ if and only if FQ(S) |= r+. Now, FS ≡ FC(R
+ ∪ S) |= r+ means that the freest
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model of R+ ∪ S or, equivalently, the freest model of R ∧ ϕS models r+ and then every model

of R∧ϕS models r+ which can be written as R∧ϕS ⊢ r+. Same is true for FQ(S) that satisfies

FQ(S) |= r+ if and only if ϕS ⊢ r+. Therefore, R ∧ ϕS ⊢ r+ if and only ϕS ⊢ r+ and the

embedding is concise.

Theorem 10. Two concise algebraic semantic embeddings of a problem P using embedding sets

R1 and R2 over C1 and C2 respectively that share the same interpretation (Q,ϕ,Γ) produce for

each solution S of P a freest model of S with the same non-redundant atoms restricted to Q.

Proof. From theorem 9 we know that for every solution S two concise embeddings will produce

the same freest solutions restricted to interpretation constants F
|Q
1S = F

|Q
2S = FQ(S). Theorem

1 says that the restriction to Q of a model is the model spawned by the restriction to Q of

its atoms. Therefore, the non-redundant atoms produced by restricting the atoms of F1S to Q

should be equal to those obtained from the restriction to Q of the atoms of F2S.

Theorem 11. Let R be an embedding of a problem P with embedding constants C and inter-

pretation constants Q. Let F = ∪SFS where the union runs along the solutions of P .

i) A non-redundant atom φ of FC(R
+) is external to F if and only if φ is external to every

freest solution model FS.

ii) Let s be a duple and S a solution of P such that FC(R
+) |= s− and FS |= s+. Every atom

φ ∈ FC(R
+) that discriminates s has a restriction φ|Q.

iii) Every atom φ of FC(R
+) that is external to at least one FS has a restriction φ|Q.

iv) An atom of FC(R
+) with no restriction to Q is an atom of every freest solution model FS.

Proof. (i) Since F = ∪SFS, an atom that is external to F must be external to every FS. In

the other direction, suppose φ is a non-redundant atom of FC(R
+) that is external to every FS.

Since FS ≡ FC(R
+∪S) the atoms of FS are all atoms of FC(R

+) so we can write FS ⊂ FC(R
+)

and from here F = ∪SFS ⊆ FC(R
+). Since the atoms of F are all atoms in FC(R

+) then φ

cannot be redundant with F because if it were then it would also be redundant with FC(R
+) and

it is not. If φ is non-redundant in F then it is non-redundant in some FS and this contradicts

our assumption. Therefore φ is external to F .

(ii) Suppose we have a model M and a couple of duples r = (rL, rR) and s = (sL, sR) such

that M |= s− and �rM |= s+ (we write this as M |= (r+ ⇒ s+)). Theorem 5 proves that

M |= (r+ ⇒ s+) if and only if M |= (rR ≤ sR) ∧ (sL ≤ sR ⊙ rL).

Suppose a duple s and a solution S of P such that FC(R
+) |= s− and FS |= s+. Then

FC(R
+ ∪ S) |= s+. Let {q1, q2, ..., qn} = S. There is some i ≤ n and i > 0 such that

FC(R
+ ∪ {q1, q2, ..., qi}) |= s+ and FC(R

+ ∪ {q1, q2, ..., qi−1}) |= s−. Let r = qi and M =

FC(R
+∪{q1, q2, ..., qi−1}) and let’s use the result above to write: M |= (rR ≤ sR)∧(sL ≤ sR⊙rL).
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All the duples in {q1, q2, ..., qn} are duples over Q so r is a duple over Q. Any atom φ of M

that discriminates s is an atom (φ < sL) ∧ (φ 6< sR), that together with M |= (sL ≤ sR ⊙ rL)

implies (φ < rL). Since r is a duple over Q then U c(φ) ∩Q 6= ∅.

(iii) We are going to use the result:

- If φ is a non-redundant atom in a model M with constants C then either U c(φ) = C or there

is at least one duple (c, t) that is discriminated in M only by φ where c is a constant in the set

U c(φ) and t is equal to any idempotent summation of constants in C − U c(φ).

Applying this result to a non-redundant atom φ in FC(R
+) with U c(φ) 6= C that is external to

at least one FS follows that there is a duple s = (c, t) that is discriminated in FC(R
+) only by φ

and then FS |= s+. In this situation proposition (ii) tells us that φ|Q exists. In case U c(φ) = C

then φ|Q exists and has upper segment equal to Q. Therefore, every non-redundant atom in

FC(R
+) that is external to FS has a restriction φ|Q.

What about redundant atoms? A redundant atom φ with FC(R
+) is a union of non-redundant

atoms of FC(R
+). Let X be a set of non-redundant atoms of FC(R

+) which union is equal to

φ. If φ is external to FS there should be at least one non-redundant atom ϕ in X external to

FS, so the upper constant segment of φ contains the upper constant segment of ϕ and, because

ϕ|Q exists, then φ cannot have null intersection with Q, so φ|Q also exists.

(iv) It is the negation of prop iii.

Theorem 12. Consider an embedding with embedding set R and interpretation constants Q:

i) α 6= ⊖Q is a residual atom if and only if α is a non-redundant atom of FC(R
+)|Q and is

external to the restriction to Q of the freest solution model, i.e. F
|Q
S , of every solution S of P .

ii) A residual atom is external to F |Q where F = ∪SFS.

iii) An embedding has no residual atoms if and only if F |Q = FC(R
+)|Q.

iv) If α is residual then there is at least one non-redundant atom φ ∈ FC(R
+) such that α = φ|Q.

v) Any non-redundant atom φ in FC(R
+) such that φ|Q is residual is external to F = ∪SFS.

vi) Suppose the embedding has no residual atoms and let φ be a non-redundant atom of FC(R
+)

such that φ|Q exists, is non-redundant in FC(R
+)|Q and is different than ⊖Q; there is some

solution S such that φ|Q ∈ F
|Q
S .

Proof. (i) An atom α is residual if it is a non-redundant atom of FC(R
+)|Q different than ⊖Q

that is external to every M
|Q
S where M is any solution model of P . The freest solution model

FS of a solution S is (equal or) freer than any solution model M of S and then F
|Q
S is freer than

every M
|Q
S . Therefore, any atom of that is external to F

|Q
S is external to every M

|Q
S . Since FS

is also a model of S then we have the equivalent statement for a definition of redundant atom:

an atom α is residual if and only if α is a non-redundant atom of FC(R
+)|Q different than ⊖Q

that is external to the solution model F
|Q
S of every solution of P .

(ii) The proof is similar to that of theorem 11 part i. Since FS = FC(R
+ ∪ S) then FC(R

+)
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is freer than FS so the atoms of FS are all atoms of FC(R
+), i.e. FS ⊂ FC(R

+). Therefore

F ≡ ∪SFS ⊂ FC(R
+) and then F |Q = ∪SF

|Q
S ⊂ FC(R

+)|Q. A residual atom α must be a non-

redundant atom of FC(R
+)|Q, so it is either a non-redundant atom of F |Q or external to F |Q.

Now, F |Q = ∪SF
|Q
S implies that every non-redundant atom of F |Q should be a non-redundant

atom of at least one F
|Q
S and proposition i. says that α is external to every F

|Q
S , hence, α must

be external to F |Q.

(iii) We just showed that F |Q ⊂ FC(R
+)|Q. Assume α is a non-redundant atom of FC(R

+)|Q

external to F |Q. Notice that ⊖Q is an atom of every model over Q so, if α is external to F |Q

then α 6= ⊖Q. Since F |Q = ∪SF
|Q
S then α must be external to every F

|Q
S and therefore, from

proposition i. α is residual. It follows that, if the embedding has no residual atoms, every

non-redundant atom α of FC(R
+)|Q must be in F |Q and then FQ = FC(R

+)|Q. In the other

direction, using part ii, a residual atom is external to F |Q so if F |Q = FC(R
+)|Q it would

be also external to FC(R
+)|Q which contradicts the definition of residual atom. Therefore,

F |Q = FC(R
+)|Q implies the embedding has no residual atoms.

(iv) A residual atom α is non-redundant atom in FC(R
+)|Q. From theorem 2 follows that there

is at least one non-redundant atom φ ∈ FC(R
+) such that α = φ|Q.

(v) We showed above that F = ∪SFS ⊆ FC(R
+). Since the atoms of F are all atoms in FC(R

+)

then φ cannot be redundant with F because, if it were, it would also be redundant with FC(R
+)

and it is not. In addition, if φ is non-redundant in F then it would be non-redundant in some

FS and then α ∈ F
|Q
S against the assumption that φ|Q is a residual atom. Since φ is neither

redundant with F nor a non-redundant atom in F then φ 6∈ F .

(vi) Suppose such solution S does not exist, i.e. for every solution φ|Q 6∈ F
|Q
S . Since φ|Q is

non-redundant in FC(R
+)|Q and is not equal to ⊖Q, prop. i tells us that φ

|Q is a residual atom,

against our assumptions.

Theorem 13. An embedding of a problem P has a residual atom if and only if there is a positive

atomic sentence r+ over Q such that R ∧ ϕS ⊢ r+ for every solution S of P and R 6⊢ r+.

Proof. Let R be the embedding set over the embedding constants C. Define the set of atoms

F = ∪SFS where FS is an atomization of the freest solution model FC(R
+ ∪ S).

(⇒) Suppose α is a residual atom of the embedding. From theorem 12 we know that there

is at least one non-redundant atom φ ∈ FC(R
+) such that α = φ|Q. If α is non-redundant in

FC(R
+)|Q with U c(α) 6= Q then there is at least one duple r of Q discriminated only by φ|Q

in FC(R
+)|Q and discriminated by φ in FC(R

+) so FC(R
+) |= r− and then R 6⊢ r+. Since α is

not an atom in any F
|Q
S and every F

|Q
S ⊂ FC(R

+)|Q (see the proof of theorem 12) then r is not

discriminated in any solution model F
|Q
S . This means that ∀S(FS |= r+) or, in other words,

∀S(FC(R
+ ∪ S) |= r+) that can also be written as ∀S(R ∧ ϕS ⊢ r+).

(⇐) Conversely if there is a duple r over Q such that R 6⊢ r+ and R∧ϕS ⊢ r+ for every solution
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S of P then FC(R
+) |= r− and it follows that there is at least one non-redundant atom φ in the

freest model FC(R
+) that discriminates r. If φ|Q is a non-redundant atom of FC(R

+)|Q then φ|Q

cannot be an atom of any F
|Q
S (otherwise R ∧ ϕS ⊢ r−) and then φ|Q is a residual atom of the

embedding. The atom φ|Q may, however, be redundant in FC(R
+)|Q. If φ|Q is redundant with

FC(R
+)|Q then there should be some non-redundant atom α in FC(R

+)|Q that discriminates r.

From theorem 12 we know that α is the restriction of at least one non-redundant atom β in

FC(R
+). Since F

|Q
S |= r+ then α = β |Q cannot be in any F

|Q
S and α is a residual atom of the

embedding.

Theorem 14. (i) An embedding that has no residual atoms is complete.

(ii) An embedding that is complete and concise has no residual atoms.

Proof. Theorem 13 says that an embedding of a problem P has a residual atom if and only if

∃r((R 6⊢ r+) ∧ ∀S(R ∧ ϕS ⊢ r+)) where r is a duple over the embedding constants Q and the

universal quantifier runs along the solutions S of P .

i) If an embedding has no residual atoms then ∀r((R ⊢ r+) ∨ ∃S(R ∧ ϕS 6⊢ r+)). Since

∃S(R ∧ϕS 6⊢ r+) implies ∃S(ϕS 6⊢ r+) then ∀r((R ⊢ r+)∨ ∃S(ϕS 6⊢ r+)) which is the definition

of a complete embedding.

ii) If an embedding is concise then R ∧ ϕS ⊢ r+ implies ϕS ⊢ r+ when r is a duple over Q. If

the model is also complete then ∀S(ϕS ⊢ r+) implies R ⊢ r+, in other words ∀r(∀S(R ∧ ϕS ⊢

r+) ⇒ (R ⊢ r+)) and then theorem 13 tells us that the embedding has no residual atoms.

Theorem 15. Two concise and complete embeddings with embedding constants C1 and C2

respectively sharing the same interpretation (Q,ϕ,Γ) have the same non-redundant atoms re-

stricted to Q, i.e FC1(R
+
1 )

|Q = FC2(R
+
2 )

|Q.

Proof. From theorem 9 we know that in a concise embedding F
|Q
S = FQ(S) and then F |Q =

∪SFQ(S). Since embeddings 1 and 2 are both concise then F
|Q
1 = ∪SFQ(S) = F

|Q
2 . Theorem 14

proves that our two embeddings have no residual atoms and then theorem 12 (iii) shows that

F
|Q
1 = FC1(R

+)|Q and F
|Q
2 = FC2(R

+)|Q. Putting all together FC1(R
+)|Q = F

|Q
1 = ∪SFQ(S) =

F
|Q
2 = FC2(R

+)|Q as we wanted to prove.

Theorem 16. Consider two embeddings 1 and 2 of a problem P with the same interpretation

(Q,ϕ,Γ) and let R1 and R2 be the embeddings sets and C1 and C2 the embedding constants.

Let η be a non-redundant atom of F
|Q
1S where S is a solution of P .

i) If both embeddings are concise then η is a non-redundant atom of F
|Q
2S .

ii) If both embeddings are concise and tight there are non-redundant atoms φ1 ∈ FC1(R
+
1 ) and

φ2 ∈ FC2(R
+
2 ) such that φ

|Q
1 = φ

|Q
2 = η.
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Proof. (i) Since the embeddings are concise in agreement with theorem 9 so, since η is a non-

redundant atom of F
|Q
1S then it is also a non-redundant atom of F

|Q
2S .

(ii) If the embeddings are tight every non-redundant atom η of F
|Q
1S is equal to the the restriction

to Q of at least one non-redundant atom φ1 of FC1(R
+
1 ). From prop. i there is also at least one

non-redundant atom φ2 of FC2(R
+
2 ) with restriction equal to η.

Theorem 17. Consider two embeddings 1 and 2 of a problem P with the same interpretation

(Q,ϕ,Γ) and let R1 and R2 be the embeddings sets and C1 and C2 the embedding constants.

Let φ1 be a non-redundant atom of F1S where S is a solution of P .

i) If both embeddings are concise then φ
|Q
1 is either redundant with both F

|Q
1S and F

|Q
2S or is a

non-redundant atom in F
|Q
1S and in F

|Q
2S .

ii) If both embeddings are concise and tight either φ
|Q
1 is redundant with F

|Q
1S or there is a

non-redundant atom φ2 ∈ FC2(R
+
2 ) such that φ

|Q
1 = φ

|Q
2 .

Proof. Suppose φ
|Q
1 is redundant with F

|Q
1S . Because the embeddings are concise F

|Q
1S = F

|Q
2S and

then φ
|Q
1 is redundant with F

|Q
2S . If, on the other hand, φ

|Q
1 is non-redundant in F

|Q
1S make η in

theorem 16 equal to φ
|Q
1 .

Theorem 18. Consider two embeddings 1 and 2 of a problem P with the same interpretation

(Q,ϕ,Γ) and let R1 and R2 be the embeddings sets and C1 and C2 the embedding constants.

Let φ1 be a non-redundant atom of F1.

i) If both embeddings are concise there is some solution S where φ
|Q
1 is either redundant with

both F
|Q
1S and F

|Q
2S or is a non-redundant atom in F

|Q
1S and in F

|Q
2S .

ii) If both embeddings are concise and tight either φ
|Q
1 is redundant with F

|Q
1S for some solution

S or there is a non-redundant atom φ2 ∈ FC2(R
+
2 ) such that φ

|Q
1 = φ

|Q
2 .

Proof. If φ1 is non-redundant in F1 = ∪SFS1 then it is non-redundant in at least one F1S.

Apply theorem 17 to φ1 non-redundant in F1S.

Theorem 19. An embedding is strongly complete if and only if F ≡ ∪SFS = FC(R
+).

Proof. Since FC(R
+) is freer than every freest solution FS it follows that F ≡ ∪SFS ⊂ FC(R

+).

In the other direction, let φ be non-redundant in FC(R
+) and external to F . Then there is at

least one duple r over the embedding constants C that is discriminated only by φ. Since φ is

external to F it must be external to each FS and, hence, FS |= r+ for every solution S while

FC(R
+) |= r− contradicting the assumption that the embedding is strongly complete.
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Theorem 20. Consider two embeddings 1 and 2 of a problem P with the same interpretation

(Q,ϕ,Γ) and let R1 and R2 be the embeddings sets and C1 and C2 the embedding constants.

Let φ1 be a non-redundant atom of FC1(R
+
1 ) and assume embedding 1 is strongly complete.

i) If both embeddings are concise there is some solution S where φ
|Q
1 is either redundant with

both F
|Q
1S and F

|Q
2S or is a non-redundant atom in F

|Q
1S and in F

|Q
2S .

ii) If both embeddings are concise and tight either φ
|Q
1 is redundant with F

|Q
1S for some solution

S or there is a non-redundant atom φ2 ∈ FC2(R
+
2 ) such that φ

|Q
1 = φ

|Q
2 .

Proof. If embedding 1 is strongly complete, theorem 19 tells us that F1 = FC1(R
+
1 ). Therefore,

φ1 is a non-redundant atom of F1 and we can apply theorem 18.

Theorem 21. An explicit embedding is tight.

Proof. An embedding is explicit if for each solution S there is a subset KS of the constants

Q ⊆ KS ⊂ C such that the freest solution model for S is FS = FC(R
+)

∨KS ⊕ FC−KS
(∅).

Since the set of constants in FC(R
+)

∨KS and FC−KS
(∅) are disjoint, theorem 3 tells us that

FS = FC(R
+)

∨KS + FC−KS
(∅). Theorem 6 shows that FC(R

+)
∨KS ⊏ FC(R

+), i.e. the non-

redundant atoms of FC(R
+)

∨KS are all non-redundant atoms of FC(R
+). Regarding the rest of

the atoms of FS, i.e the atoms in the set FC−KS
(∅), consider that it follows from FS ≡ FC(R

+∪S)

that FS ⊂ FC(R
+). Therefore, FC−KS

(∅) ⊂ FC(R
+) and, since a non-redundant atom φ in

FC−KS
(∅) has a single constant in its upper constant segment it can be redundant with no

model, so φ should be a non-redundant atom of both FS and FC(R
+). We have shown the non-

redundant atoms of FC−KS
(∅) and the non-redundant atoms of FC(R

+)
∨KS are non-redundant

atoms of FC(R
+) so we can write FS ⊏ FC(R

+) for every solution S of P and the embedding

is tight.

Lemma 10.1. Let M be a semilattice model with constants C and let R be a set of positive

duples over C. Let MR ≡ FC(Th
+
0 (M) ∪ R+), i.e. the freest extension of M that satisfies

R+. Let C ′ be a superset of C with a constant gσ for each atomic sentence σ of R. For a

duple σ ≡ (a ≤ b) define σ′ ≡ (a ≤ b ⊙ gσ). Let MR′ ≡ FC′(Th+
0 (M) ∪i:(σi∈R) {σ

′
i}). The set

of non-redundant atoms of MR is a subset of the set of non-redundant atoms of MR′, written

MR ⊏ MR′ . In addition, the restriction to C satisfies M
|C
R′ ≈ M and grounded to C satisfies

M
∨C
R′ ≈ MR.

MR MR′

M

⊏

∨C

|C
�R
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Proof. MR′ can be calculated by starting with model M and enforcing each duple of σ′
i one by

one, in any order, using full crossing. Assume first that R contains a single duple σ ≡ (a ≤ b)

and consider the following two models: the model Mσ ≡ FC(Th
+
0 (M) ∪ {σ}) = �σM ≡

(M − disM(a, b)) ∪ (La(b)▽ disM(a, b)) resulting from full-crossing σ over M , and the model

Mσ′ ≡ FC∪{gσ}(Th
+
0 (M)∪ {σ′}) obtained from the full-crossing of σ′ over a model atomized by

the atoms of M plus an additional atom φσ with upper constant segment U c(φσ) = {gσ}.

From the definition of full crossing follows that Mσ′ = Mσ ∪ {φσ} ∪ (φσ ▽ disM(a, b)), where

we are using the same symbols for models and their atomizations. It follows that the atoms of

Mσ are a subset of the atoms of Mσ′ . In addition, each atom of Mσ′ that is not an atom of Mσ

contains the constant gσ in its upper constant segment. M
|C
σ′ is the restriction of Mσ′ to the

subalgebra spawn by the terms and constants over C, and it is a semilattice model that can

be atomized by taking the atoms of Mσ′ and intersecting their upper constant segments with

C; we get M
|C
σ′ = M

|C
σ ∪ {φ

|C
σ } ∪ (φσ ▽ disM(a, b))|C = Mσ ∪ disM(a, b). Substituting Mσ we

obtain M
|C
σ′ = (M −disM(a, b)) ∪ (La

M(b)▽disM(a, b))∪disM(a, b) and, since disM(a, b) ⊆ M

then M
|C
σ′ = M ∪ (La

M(b)▽disM(a, b)). The atoms of the discriminant are atoms of M as well

as the atoms of the lower atomic segment La
M(b) ⊆ M , so every atom in La

M(b)▽ disM(a, b) is

redundant with M and then it follows that M
|C
σ′ can be atomized by the same atoms than M ,

hence, they are isomorphic M
|C
σ′ ≈ M .

The model Mσ′ = Mσ∪{φσ}∪(φσ▽disM(a, b)) is atomized by the atoms in Mσ and a bunch of

other atoms that all contain gσ in their upper constant segment. We argue that a non-redundant

atom φ of Mσ is also non-redundant in Mσ′ because φ does not contain gσ in its upper constant

segment and therefore it cannot be written as a union of atoms with some atom containing gσ,

so the extra atoms of Mσ′ cannot make φ redundant. Therefore, the non-redundant atoms of

Mσ are non-redundant atoms of Mσ′ and we can write Mσ ⊏ Mσ′ .

We have proven that given a model M of a semilattice with constants in C and a duple σ

there is an extended model Mσ′ with constants in C ′ ⊃ C such that M
|C
σ′ ≈ M and the set

of non-redundant atoms of Mσ ≡ FC(Th
+
0 (M) ∪ {σ}) is a subset of the set of non-redundant

atoms of Mσ′ . We can represent this property with a triangular cell:

Mσ Mσ′

M

⊏

∨C

|C
�σ

where the vertical arrows represent a full crossing operation with σ, written �σ. From M
∨C
σ =

Mσ and {φ
∨C
σ } ∪ (φσ ▽ disM(a, b))

∨C = ∅ follows that Mσ′ grounded to C satisfies M
∨C
σ′ =

M
∨C
σ ∪ {φ

∨C
σ } ∪ (φσ ▽ disM(a, b))

∨C = Mσ, which is represented in the triangular cell.

If R contains more than one duple, we can sort the duples in any order and let the full diagram
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be:
Mσ1σ2...σn

Mσ′

1
σ2...σn

Mσ′

1
σ′

2
...σn

... Mσ′

1
σ′

2
,...,σ′

n

Mσ1σ2σ3
Mσ′

1
σ2σ3

Mσ′

1
σ′

2
σ3

Mσ′

1
σ′

2
σ′

3

Mσ1σ2
Mσ′

1
σ2

Mσ′

1
σ′

2

Mσ1
Mσ′

1

M

⊏ ⊏ ⊏ ⊏

⊏ ⊏ ⊏

|C ∪{gσ2}

⊏

�σ3

⊏

�σ3
�σ3

|C ∪{gσ1}

⊏

�σ2 �σ2

|C
�σ1

Consider the square diagrams:

Mσ Oσ Mσ1σ2
Mσ′

1
σ2

M O Mσ1
Mσ′

1

⊂ ⊏

∨C

�σ

⊂

�σ �σ2

⊏

�σ2

The square cell on the left says that if M is atomized by a subset of the atoms of O then the

result of full crossing σ over M produces a model Mσ that can be atomized by a subset of the

atoms of Oσ, which is straightforward from the definition of full crossing. For the triangular

cells we have proven that the non-redundant atoms of Mσ are also non-redundant atoms of

Mσ′ . For a square cell this property does not hold in general, however it does for all the square

cells in the full diagram; on each square cell we have some O = M ∪ Xg where Xg is a set

of atoms that contain each some constant g that is not in the upper segment of any atom

of M . In addition, the full crossing in the square cells occurs with some duple σ ≡ (a ≤ b)

with a and b terms over a set of constants that do not contain g. It is easy to show that in

this situation Oσ = Mσ ∪ Y g where Y g is again a set of atoms that contain g in their upper

constant segments and, hence, cannot make any atom of Mσ redundant in Oσ and we can write

Mσ ⊏ Oσ. Also, the grounded model to C of Oσ when C contains the constants of Oσ except

g produces O
∨C
σ = M

∨C
σ ∪ (Y g)

∨C = Mσ.

Finally, since FC(Th
+
0 (Mσ1

) ∪ {σ2}) = FC(Th
+
0 (M) ∪ {σ1} ∪ {σ2}) we can identify Mσ′

1
σ′

2
,...,σ′

n

with the model FC′(Th+
0 (M) ∪R)′ and this proves the lemma.

Theorem 22. Let R be an embedding set over the constants C for a problem P with interpreta-

tion (Q,ϕ,Γ) and a scope sentence Ξ that is a first order sentence without quantifiers and with

atomic subclauses in the separator set Γ. Create a new constant gσ for each atomic sentence

σ ≡ (a ≤ b) of Γ and define σ′ ≡ (a ≤ b⊙ gσ) and the set Γ′ = ∪σ∈Γ{σ
′}:
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i) The extended embedding set RE = R ∪ Γ′ over the embedding constants C ∪σ∈Γ {gσ} is an

embedding of P with the same interpretation and scope sentence.

ii) The extended embedding R ∪ Γ′ is an explicit and also tight embedding.

iii) For each solution S the freest solution model of the extended embedding restricted to C is

equal to the freest solution model of the original embedding.

iv) The extended embedding is concise if and only if the embedding R is concise.

v) The extended embedding is complete if and only if the embedding R is complete.

Proof. For a solution S of P consider the following diagram obtained applying lemma 10.1:

FCS
(R+ ∪ (Γ ∩ S)′ ∪ S) FC ∪σ∈Γ{gσ}(R

+ ∪ Γ′)

FC(R
+ ∪ (Γ ∩ S)) FCS

(R+ ∪ (Γ ∩ S)′)

FC(R
+)

FC(∅)

⊏

|CS

⊏

|C

�S

�
Γ∩S

�
R+

where CS ≡ C ∪ {gσ : σ ∈ Γ ∩ S}.

(i) We argue that, just like FS ≡ FC(R
+ ∪ S) is a model solution of S that satisfies Ξ (see

theorem 8), the model NS ≡ FC ∪{gσ:σ∈Γ∩S}
(R+ ∪ (Γ ∩ S)′ ∪ S) is also a solution of P that

can be identified as S (we use S for the complement of S in Γ, i.e. Γ ∩ S = Γ − S). Since

a positive atomic sentence σ′ ∈ Γ′ has no consequences in the subalgebra of NS spawned by

terms over C, i.e. in the subalgebra N
|C
S , then it follows that any positive or negative atomic

sentence over the constants of C is true in NS if and only if it is true in FC(R
+ ∪ S); we

can write N
|C
S ≈ FS ≡ FC(R

+ ∪ S). From the diagram above and lemma 10.1 we have that

NS = FC ∪σ∈Γ{gσ}(R
+ ∪ Γ′)

∨CS and also NS ⊏ FC ∪σ∈Γ{gσ}(R
+ ∪ Γ′).

We have built an extended embedding with embedding set RE ≡ R ∪ Γ′ and embedding

constants CE ≡ C ∪{gσ : σ ∈ Γ}. Notice that every pair σ, σ′ satisfies σ ⇒ σ′ and then the freest

solution model for S in the extended embedding FE
S ≡ FCE((RE)+ ∪ S) = FCE(R+ ∪ Γ′ ∪ S) =

FCE(R+∪ (Γ∩S)′ ∪ S) a model that, we are about to show, differs from NS in a bunch of non-

redundant atoms. Since the constants in {gσ : σ ∈ S} are not mentioned in R+ ∪ (Γ∩S)′ ∪ S,

a non-redundant atom of FCE(∅) with an upper constant segment equal to a single constant in

{gσ : σ ∈ S} remains unaltered after the full crossing of the duples in R+ ∪ (Γ ∩ S)′ ∪ S as a

non-redundant atom of FE
S . It follows that FE

S is the model spawned by the atoms of NS plus a

set of atoms Λ each with a single constant in its upper constant segment, a constant in the set

{gσ : σ ∈ S}, so we can write FE
S = NS+Λ. Applying theorem 1, (FE

S )|(C ∪{gσ :σ∈Γ∩S}) = NS and

also (FE
S )|C = N

|C
S ≈ FS. This proves that if we can use Γ to build a model for each solution of

P using the embedding set R we can also use Γ to build a model for each solution of P using
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the embedding set RE .

(ii) Since the constants gσ only appear in the right hand side of the duples of RE then the

atoms in the freest model FCE(∅) with upper constant segments in the set {gσ : σ ∈ Γ} remain

all in FCE(RE+) as they survive every full crossing operation with a duple in RE+. This implies

the atoms of Λ are all atoms in FCE(RE) and, since they have a single constant in their upper

constant segment then they are non-redundant atoms, i.e. Λ ⊏ FCE(RE+). We showed above

that NS ⊏ FCE(RE+). Since FE
S = NS + Λ and both NS and Λ are tight subset models of

FCE(RE+) then FE
S ⊏ FCE(RE+). Therefore, for every solution S of P the freest solution model

FE
S is spawned by a subset of the non-redundant atoms of FCE(RE+) and this proves that the

extended embedding RE is tight.

Since NS a model over C ∪ {gσ : σ ∈ Γ ∩ S} and Λ is a set of atoms over {gσ : σ ∈ S} that

spawn the freest model F{gσ :σ∈S}(∅), we can write FE
S = NS + F{gσ :σ∈S}(∅) and, since the sets

of constants of both models are disjoint FE
S = NS ⊕ F{gσ :σ∈S}(∅). It follows that the extended

embedding is explicit.

(iii) We showed above that (FE
S )|C = N

|C
S ≈ FS.

(iv) Theorem 9 says that an embedding is concise if and only if for each solution S the freest

solution model FS restricted to the interpretation constants Q is equal to FQ(S) for each

solution S of P . Using (iii), from (FE
S )|C = FS we get (FE

S )|Q = ((FE
S )|C)|Q = F

|Q
S so the

extended embedding is concise if and only if the original embedding is concise.

(v) The diagram above shows that FCE(RE+)|C = FC(R
+), so for every positive atomic sentence

r+ over the interpretation constants Q ⊆ C we have that R ⊢ r+ if and only if RE ⊢ r+ and

then the extended embedding is complete if and only if the original embedding is complete.

Theorem 23. An irreducible model of a set R of duples has at most |R−|+ 1 atoms.

Proof. It is a consequence of two facts: it is enough with one atom to discriminate any negative

duple and removing atoms from a model of R+ always produces a model of R+. Atoms can be

removed from a model as long as R− is still satisfied and there is an atom in the lower atomic

segment of every constant. Since ⊖C is in every model, adding ⊖C to an atomization suffices

to ensure that the sixth axiom of atomized semilattices is satisfied. Hence, it is always possible

to remove some atom from an atomized model that has more than |R−| atoms and still get a

model of R if we add ⊖C when needed. It follows that an irreducible model of R should always

have fewer than |R−|+ 1 atoms.

Theorem 24. Consider an algebraic embedding for a problem P with embedding set R and a

scope sentence Ξ that can be written as a conjunction of disjunctions, i.e. Ξ = ∧iξi, with each

ξi a disjunction of positive atomic sentences.
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i) Every irreducible model of a solution S is an irreducible model of R.

ii) For each solution S of P there is an irreducible model of R that can be identified with S.

iii) If R is a tight embedding, for each solution S of P there is an irreducible model of R

atomized with non-redundant atoms of FC(R
+) that can be identified with S.

Proof. A solution model is any model of R∪{Ξ}. If Ξ = ∧iξi is a conjunction of disjunctions of

positive atomic sentences in a set Λ, we can express Ξ in disjunctive normal form as a disjunction

Ξ = ∨kΞk of conjunctions Ξk of positive atomic sentences in the same set Λ. The index k usually

runs along a much larger set of values than the original index i and most values of k correspond

to clauses Ξk satisfied by no solution of P . However, every solution S must satisfy at least

one clause Ξk. If S satisfies more than one Ξk we can do the conjunction of these so, without

loss of generality, we can assume there is a single value of k, the value k(S), that maps to the

solution S. Because Ξk(S) contains only positive atomic sentences R+ ∪ S ⇒ Ξk(S). It follows

that a model of a solution S is any model of the set of atomic sentences RS = R+ ∪ R− ∪ S.

(i) Suppose M is an irreducible model of RS, i.e. it is not possible to remove a non-redundant

atom of M and still model RS. It is clear that M is a model of R = R+∪R−. We argue that M

is also an irreducible model of R. The elimination of one or many atoms from a model preserves

the positive atomic sentences entailed by the model, i.e. any elimination of atoms from M still

models R+ ∪ S. Therefore, since M is an irreducible model of RS after the elimination of

an atom the model spawned by the remaining atoms should not satisfy at least one negative

atomic sentence in R−, which means that M is an irreducible model of R.

(ii) We have assumed R is an embedding set of P so there are models of R for each solution

S. These solution models are the models of RS. We can find irreducible models for any set of

atomic sentences, so RS should have irreducible models and according to part (i) these models

are also irreducible for R. Therefore, we can find for each solution S an irreducible model of R

that models S.

(iii) If the embedding is tight the non-redundant atoms of the freest solution model FS =

FC(R
+ ∪ S) are all non-redundant atoms of FC(R

+). It is clear that FS |= RS. We start with

FS atomized with non-redundant atoms and select a subset M of the atoms of FS that suffice to

satisfy R− and such that it cannot be made smaller, i.e. an irreducible model of RS. From part

(i), M is an irreducible model of R and is atomized by non-redundant atoms of FC(R
+).

11 Context Constants

Context constants are useful to build explicit embeddings that can be used in practice. In

lemma 10.1 a different context constant gσ is used for each duple σ. We will see in this section

that we can reuse some of our context constants and still obtain an explicit embedding.
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Consider the following observation:

Lemma 11.1. Lemma 10.1 holds if duples σ′ are defined as σ′ ≡ (a ≤ b ⊙ g) where the same

constant g is used for every σ (instead of a different constant gσ).

Proof. The restriction to C of MR′ should be equal to M as the duples of the form σ′ have no

consequences in the space spawned by the constants in C. With the new definition for σ′ the

proof of lemma 10.1 still holds step by step. We get to a model MR′ = MR ∪ {φg ▽X} where

X is some set of atoms and φg is an atom with an upper constant segment equal to g. From

here it follows immediately that MR ⊏ MR′ and MR = M
∨C
R′ .

Lemma 11.1 is simpler than lemma 10.1 as it uses a single “context constant” but it is also

weaker than lemma 10.1. In fact, we cannot prove theorem 22 from it. A stronger version of

10.1 is the following:

Lemma 11.2. Let M be a semilattice model with constants C and R = {σi : i ∈ I} a set of

positive duples over C indexed by a set I and let MR ≡ FC(Th
+
0 (M)∪R). Extend the constants

with an additional set of (context) constants G disjoint with C, to an extended set C ′ = C ∪G

and for every duple σi ≡ (ai ≤ bi) of R define one or many duples σ′
ij ≡ (ai ≤ bi ⊙ gij) where

gij ∈ G. Let R′ be the set of such duples σ′
ij and let MR′ ≡ FC′(Th+

0 (M)∪R′); then MR ⊏ MR′

and the restriction and grounding to C satisfy M
|C
R′ = M and M

∨C
R′ ≈ MR respectively.

Lemma 11.2 can be proven in the same way as lemma 10.1. This lemma says that we can

use the same context constant for all the duples or one context constant for each duple or any

choice of context constants in between. In addition, a duple σ of R can have in R′ one or many

σ′ by using one or many constants in G = C ′ − C.

Theorem 22 implies that we can find the freest solution model of every solution S by

calculating the grounding NS = FC′(R+ ∪ Γ′)
∨CS to some subset CS ⊆ C ′. We proved theorem

22 from lemma 10.1 and we can also prove it from lemma 11.2 although not every choice of

context constants works in this case. We will need a set of context constants sufficiently large

to “separate” every solution S of the problem P as the grounded model to some subset CS:

Theorem 25. Let R be an embedding set over C for a problem P with interpretation (Q,ϕ,Γ)

and a scope sentence Ξ that is a first order sentence without quantifiers and with atomic sub-

clauses in the separator set Γ. Assume C is extended to C ′ = C ∪G with an additional set of

(context) constants G, disjoint with C and such that for each σi ≡ (ai ≤ bi) in the separator

set Γ there is one or many σ′
ij ≡ (ai ≤ bi ⊙ gij) in a set Γ′ where gij ∈ G.

The embedding R ∪ Γ′ over C ′ is explicit if and only if for each solution S ⊆ Γ there is at least
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one set GS ⊆ G of context constants such that:

- if σ ∈ Γ appears as σ′ ∈ Γ′ using a context constant from GS then σ ∈ S, and

- for every σ ∈ S there is at least one σ′ ∈ Γ′ that uses a context constant in GS.

Proof. We can follow the steps of the proof of theorem 22. To build this proof we relied on a

diagram that requires the existence of a subset of constants CS. We can relax the requirement

of having a different context constant for each atomic sentence σ in Γ as long as there is still

a suitable subset CS of the extended set of constants C ′. We claim that CS = C −GS is such

suitable subset.

In the proof of theorem 22 we had NS = FC′(R+ ∪ Γ′)
∨CS where NS is a freest solution model

for S. For this equality to hold, a σ′ ∈ Γ′ that uses a context constant in the set C ′ − CS (i.e.

in GS) should correspond to a σ ∈ S, otherwise the grounded model FC′(R+ ∪ Γ′)
∨CS would

satisfy a positive duple that is not satisfied by the freest solution model of S. We also need for

every σ ∈ S at least one σ′ ∈ Γ′ that uses a context constant in C ′−CS otherwise the grounded

model FC′(R+ ∪ Γ′)
∨CS does not satisfy σ ∈ S and it cannot be a solution model of S.

It may seem at first glance that in order to use theorem 25 we need to know the solutions S

in advance, but this is not true. We use theorem 25 to reduce the number of context constants

in the vertical bar and the hamiltonian graph embeddings without knowing the solutions.
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13 Notation

We use repetition of subscripts (Einstein notation) such as ∨ixi to mean ∨b
i=axi for some omitted

limits a and b when a and b are obvious. Sometimes we just omit one of the limits, for example

we write ∨b
ixi.

We use Th+
0 (M) to refer to the set of all positive atomic sentences satisfied by M and

Th−
0 (M) to refer to the set of all positive atomic sentences not satisfied by M . We read them

as the positive or negative theory of M with 0 quantifiers.

We say that a model M has an atom φ if either φ is a non-redundant atom of M or φ is

redundant with M . If a model M has an atom or not is independent of its atomization. We

sometimes write φ ∈ M . If M has an atom φ then we say that it φ is in M or is an atom of M .

If an atom φ is not in M we say that it is out of M or that is external to M .

With respect to a model an atom can be in three possible situations: it can be external to

the model, it can be a non-redundant atom of the model or it can be a redundant atom with

the model.

We say that an atom is in M , written φ ∈ M , if φ is a non-redundant atom in M or if it

is redundant with M . An atom is universally defined independent of the model. With respect

to a model an atom can be in three situations: it is either a non-redundant atom in the model

OR redundant with the model OR out of the model.

We often use the same letter for a model and its atomization. Since redundant atoms can

be discarded from an atomization and the remaining set of atoms still spawns the same model

there are many valid atomizations of a model. We use the same letter for a model and for

its atomization when the particular atomization chosen is not relevant. Alternatively, we can

consider that a set of atoms that has the same name than the model they spawn contains all

the atoms of the model.

A model M is a subset model of N , written M ⊂ N if every atom that is in model M is

in model N . A model M is a tight subset model of N , written M ⊏ N if the non-redundant

atoms of M are a subset of the non-redundant atoms of N . We use �wM to represent the

result of full-crossing w on M . The crossing of a duple w on a model M produces a strictly

less free model. Any atom of �wM is either a non-redundant atom of M or redundant with

M , i.e. is in M and we can write �wM ⊂ M .

We say a sentence Ξ has no negative subclauses if once is expressed in disjunctive normal

form it only has positive subclauses.
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